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ABSTRACT

State,and federal governmental agenciei increasingivencroach on areas
/

of academic governance and administration which have been withal the

historical prerogatives of eolleges-and universities. The extent of.
1

state encroachment seems obscured by the more dramatic inrondivof the

federal'governme0 but it poses an equally serious threat to initit

utional independence. ,State requisition differa from federal regulation4A

mainly in having its roots in the state', primary responsibility for

the support of higher education. This ie a critical difference, for

the state's primary responsibility carries with it the,potential for

almost total control over institutions, at least over public institutions.

A. the implications of the transition from growth to-stability in en-

rollment and funding becomes-more general and apparent, further erosion

of institutional prerogatives through state action appears'likely. At

high -- but nevertheless operational -- levels of generality, state

government interest in educational poliCy regarding, for example, ad-.

missions snd academic program quality and distribution, are not easily

distinguishable from those of the institutions. State attempts to im-

plement policy interests through planning and program review, often result
\,

in conflict vith,the institutions. An examination of specific instances

of state interventions in several major states may reveal trends or

produce insights regarding possible directions or limits of state controls.

Such exploration also could shed lielt on the interaction of state reg-

ulation and control with federal intervt ition.
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INT1ODU6TORY NOTE

The continuing contributions of the several State governments to the

present excellence of American higher education are insufficiently

recognized. AlthOugh, for example, the Morrill Act (A' 1A62 was truly/

a "new chapter in the history of-federal aid to higher education

p. 1h), equally true, although far less often- noted, is

the fact that the states established and maintained the land-grant

*-

universities for well over a centuriACarnegfe Commission,.:071). The

fiscal and organizational efforts of most state governments in the 1950s

and 60s to meet the phenominal growth of-enrollment has yet to be ade-

quately chronicled. One need t discount the critical role of fede al
,

support for.basic reSearch.to ppreciate alio the equally critical role
0

.

of many.states in providing a blicly supported "hone of scie7 "

(Wolfe, 1972)., Although the primary ntribution of the sta,es has been-

to state supported eolleges and uviiiro ties, state finan,41 aid to the
,

t /

'private sector -- in New York and Pennsylvania in partiCalar -7 hi& as-
/

/suredly been significant.

Some major contributions of state governments to higher education

defies our ability to quantify or document: By and large, state govern-

ments have let colleges and universities alone over the greater part of

their existence. Just as there are.sins of omission, so also, we suggest,

there may be virtues of omission. We do not suppose that 19th.eenturY

state legislatures Rnd governora deliberately decided that hivher eduention-

ohould be bent left to inntitutfonal roverning bonrdn, offleern, and

faculty. linther, the politienl nnd noetnl etimnte hnn, until the

4.
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compaiitively recent past, been such.that governmental reStr$int, tol-

ration, or perhaps Indifference in allovidg campuses to manage their

own affairs.reflected the political, social, and economic factors that

allowed similar freedom to other orianizations. Whatever the reasons,:

it is quite'apparent nov that the political, social, and economic con-

ditions of the last quarter of the.20th,century vill not be such that

the historic independence of higher education institutions will continue.

Within the past 10 to 15 years, the states started to exercise

controls over both pUblic and private_colleges and universities, controls

I.often deplored but which have not been systematically investigated. Our./

major thesis-is that at this time an investigation should be midi to

A

increase understanding of the apparent directiOni and prObable limiteto

.state governmental control over' critical aspects of higher education.

In-the absence of an understanding'of the details of specific interventions

and of informed analysis, the historical prerogatives of the-institutions

may be lost, not by design, but by the happenstance of transient political

and fiical pressure.

We do not suggest that new or increahing interventien by state govern-

ment into the affairs of higherieducation presages aithift from a golden

age of autonomy to a dark age of repression. Stephen Bailey (1975, P. 1)

accurately describes relations betveen the stiteand higher education as

part of a "persistent human paradox: the simultaneous need for structure

and for antistructure, for dependence and for autonomy, for involvement

and for privacy". Recognition of the desirability of the paradox as a

crucial element in our democratic society, does not, iowever argue that
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it should not be investigated. It does mean that this report 'must be

read and additional investigation undertaken with a clear understanding'-
that resolution of the paradox or dilemma is not the objective. Greater

awareness of the detailS of the opposing forces that underlie the

. problem is the goal. We must bear in mind Naile3r.4 admonition that ye

may not want io resolve the problem (1975, p.

For at the heart we are dealing, I submit, with a dilemps'a we cannot

rationally wish to.resolve. The public interest would not, in mit

estimation, be served if the acadwyere to enjoy an untroubled

.immunip. Nor could the public interest be served by the acadimy's.

being subjected to an intimate surveillance. Whatever our current

;discomforts because\of a.sense.ttiat the state is_crowding us a bit,

the underlying tension is benign. Like most paradoxes, this one

is a great humbler. It chastens intellectual arrogance.... All this

simply says that the precise border between the state and the

acadegy is, and must be kept, fuzzy. For if a precise delineation

is sought, I think that the state has more,than the academy has of

vhat it takes to draw ,the line.

In this paper, we first discuss and contrast state and federal reg-
,

ulation. It will be followed by an outline-of the structures and pro-

cedures by which states intervene in higher education, with tistitutional

autonogi, discussed in this context. In the third section we offer, in

greater or lesser detail, examples of state intervention, our opinion

on the reasons why intervention takes place, and the objections rained

by institutions to it. In a brief conclunion, we suggent avenUen for

further investigation.



In large part, we are not reporting on the results of a ceparate,

specific research project, but rather are attempting to focus several

recent studies of our own and others on issues of state interyention.

For some current examples of intervention, we have relied extensively

on telephone intervimis, anti in'most instances when the names of states

or institutions are omitted, it is because of the sensitivity of the

issue to Current brdgets or other negotiationt.

Several individuals were kind in offering suggestions. We parti-

cularly wish to thank Professor Robert Berdehl of the State University

at Buffalo, John Folger end Richard Millard of the Education Commission

'of the States, and Donad Smith, Senior Vice President of the University

of Wisconsin.fOr. commenting on an earlier drift of this report. The

opinions and views expressed here are, of course, our own, not Igie who-
offered advice nor of the Sloan Commission to whom the report is being

made and to vhom we \are grateful for the support which madethe report

possible.
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STATE REEPONSIBILITY AND FEDERAL 'REOULATION

The..history of the interactions and relationships between the federal

governments and the governments of the eeveral stetes in the direction

and control of higher education is noi yet written. This section sets

out impressions of what might be the major feature of such a history

to the extent that they appear-relevant to a study of state inter,

vention. This summary.may not be iccurate, for our problem indeed,

the prOblem of the historian who may undertake the formidable task --

is-that-the past is characterized, for the most part,.by alsence of

.recorded controversies and sharp.disputes.that seem to be required to

illuminate, if not settle, the essentially political and power relation--

ships vith whims we are concerned.

Our most general overview of such history is more easily stated in

the form of an anology than in more precise terms of political science
1

or interorganizational theory. &lieges ma universities might be sen

as progressing through time as though they were proceeding up a broad'

but narrowing valley. On one side, mountains tnd foothills representing

federal support, interest, and control define the valley s limits. On

the other side, state responsibility.,,and gontrol provide a similar

boundary. For most of their history, the caleges and iversities were

NO'

fey In nu' :r, and the valley was'so broad that neith r of the boundaries

caused much difficulty. Over this long period, the landmarks are fey

the Dartmouth College_case, the land-grant movemen and perhaps President
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Angell's early defense of th coistitutional independenoe of the University

of Michigan.

But the boundaries are quite apparent new, for.the.valley has nar-

*rovea. The.fedel:al government closed in from one side with &wide

variety of statutes, rules, and regulations implementing policied ranging

from fiscal accolmtability to individual, eivil.,rights. On the other

side, state governments also moved.in for a grest variety of purposes ?

primarily tO regulate the flow of students and distribution of

programe *mot, a mueh greater number of institutions. At an earlier

date, a campus Could use the federal boundary to seek direction for one.

purpose and the state boundary as a guide to direction for .another.

If the directions appeared to differ at times, the boundaries were far

away, not only from the institutioni but from each other. 'At present,

the valley sufficiently narrowed so 'oat the constraints imposed by the
A

two governmental entities are more clearly perceived than has been the

case in even the moet recent past: Altandardlistory of colleges and

universities, published in 1962, oantained virtually no discussion.vf

either federal or state regulation.other than discussion of the major

"landmarks" noted above (Rudolph, 1962).

To summariie id more ttonventional terms:

0
Over most-of the past, state governments shoved little in-

clination to intervene into'substantive academic affairs. In

part, such lack of interest may have been attributable to lack

of staff rather than to considered-restraint.

9
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During the past nay years, state governments Were primarily

concerned with public higher education. In_only a few states

---(e.g., Pennsylvenia, New York, Maryland) did state governinent

how direct concern for private colleges azd universitiee.

Until recently, federal interest, support and eontrpl has been

through grants in-aid, net unconditional aid, but the con7

ditions were ually,those needed only for fiscal control and

accountability
r.

A closer look at recentkdevelopments provides necessary background,

and, not incidentally, indicates reasons why concern tends torfocus on

federal regulation to the neglect of equally stringent state regulation.

First, developments in federal regulation:

Federal interest has expknded from earlier concern over selected,

. .

relaively discrete areas such as vocational education, agri-

culture, and basic research, tl *encompass concern for adequate

statewide planning for all_postsecondary education.

Conditions attached to federal funding have expanded from those-

related to fiscal accountability to mandates and constraints

on a wide variety of institutional and individual activities:

\

The organizational integration of\apparently segregated instit-
,

utiono, assurance of tqual opportUnities for individuals through
,

affirmative action, and medical cOonl ndminalonn .practicen arc

but three examplea.
,_

o
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.iederal support in the format student financial aid hsn broad-
.

ned from interest in training relatively small nuMbers of

.graduate students for specific careers to broad support for

large numbers-of undergraduatea.

As federal interi!st has expanded in eadh of these areas,.it hae

carried iiith it specife Consequences for the states. To the extent

that federal regulation\grows it impinges not only on instituans

but also on the scope of existing-or potential tate regulation. Even

the earlier, more limited grants-in-aid require

Ap-
use of federal funas for vocational education,

faciiitits constrUction..".The dividing line'be

;state-plans !cr the

or example, and for

een state regulationtf
and federal interest is difficult to dray. A. ,port on the implement-

ation of the federal etatute encouraging the esablishment of broadly

\

representative agencies for statevide planning ("1202 Commissions"),

is necessarily a catalog of the diverse responses of individual states

(MeGuiness, 1975). But that federally-supported planning activity must,

if it is to be effective, ultimat4y result in state regulation. For

example, current federally funded Olannirg by the Pennsylveria 1202

Commission vill quite prob,44y lead\to further regulatory activity by

Ithai state's Council on Higher.Bduci7on.

The major con -ast between state egulation and federal regulation

derives from the state's basic, overall\legal resporisipility for higher
104,

-education which the federal government colis not have. Congress and
\

federal administAtive agencies usually explicitly state reasons for

intervention into academie.matters. Such justification is necessary.

111
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e .
State legislative and executive agencies, in contrast, exercisi vir-----

tuelly unlimited control over dolleges and universities in theirstate.
,

Reesons for the exercise of control are, more ottin'than rot, left

implicit by state agenciescand assumed to be subsumed under general

budgetary and adminiiirative'powers. Explicit expression of state

purposq in tpe regulation of. higher educition may at times be found
\ .

where authoritg is.ekercised,by a state/higher education'a.gency to

which regulatory pover-has been delegated.
*

To anticipate later discussion we would note, here the very great
1

number of ways in which states can intervene in.higher education anS

ire would emphasize that all of these are usually exercised to further

legitimate state interests. Mere or less in ordsi of their generally

peTived impoot on the institutions, state controls over the-leVels

and 'Conditions of fiscal eupport and over icademi4\degreeS and other

academic proffams head the list. Direct licy controls are very often

exercised over admissions criteria, tutition policy, and inatitutionaP

size. State controls over irofetsional and other licensures are critical

to specific progress. Vigous direct-and indirect personnel controls haTv

an impact, but it is probfible that periodiq fiscal and program audits

conducted for specific purposcri are more influential: Finally, there are

ever-present rules and regulations controling the construction of
,,

.4

physical facilities and the purchase of almost all elleipment.
i

Two

observations'aight be made relating to4this.impressive

o
Clearly, as Richard Millard has suggested in accunsion, the

441,

state has a-number of legitimate intcrente in higher education
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Which the federal government does not have, and there it con-

tequently greater scope for the exercise.01 state inflilence.

o But equelly clearly, as Robvit Berdahl noted in the same context,

there is great potential for major abuse in the Fide array of

procedures and rears for intervention.. He.iuggests also --

and we agree -- that the trend appears to be toward xaking po-

tential abuse a reality.,

. /
For a variety of reasons, state power has,

\

generally been exercised

with constraint: Major ',Olio universitieS ben fited from the inertia

of histoeeal independence fiom state government 1 cOntrols, if not

respect for it. Until comparatively recently4 may of the,four-year

colleges and most two-year,campuses were administered very much. le-
\

state agencies -- with little independence, but alto with little inter-

ference from understaffedr, part-time legislatures. Most academic decisions

wereindividuaL faculty, 4epartmental, or caspu. decisions, and only

within the recent past have state governmrlts appeared to show any serious

continuing interest ii them.

Some recent developme s in state governmental regulation are sixdlar
4

to those in the federal area Increasingly, general legislation per-

taining to all public agencie n a state is being made applicable to

public colleges and universities -- a major example, collective bargaining

legislation for public employees. Other state developments specific to

higher education are outlined heri for later discussion:
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° .State governments show increasing interest in the private

sector of higher education (Millard, 1974). Direct instit-

utional suppl.rt
./

in New York, Illinois and a nuMber of other

states Is'io recent that its impact on%private.Campuses can-
. .

I
6not ó yet assessed. But !such aid, along.vith the conditions

a companying substantially Increaied student :financial aid

in these and.other states, have aroused the interest of state

agencies in siich matters as the duplication of programa; flow

of students, and the relationship between credit hours and

contact hours, on private canipuses.

° Iiistorical,primary concern with 'public. campuses has eXpanded
_

to include statewide planning purpses. Although federal

statutory provisions for etatewlp.planning'agencies (1202,

"

commissions) have not,been generally implemented to the extent

that-many original proponents thought desirable, these provisions

,have had some influence. And not only has privatehitther ed-

ucation been drawn into t e scope of statewide planning pro-

-tedures, but proprietary schools as well.

Although research has long been an element of general stat;Isup-

port of higher education, the federal government has assuredly

asserted the major role in shaping the size.and direction of

the, restOrch effort at the major universities. Recently, tzsgever,

state goveinments evidence increasing awareness that.the problems

posed by enerpy and water shortages, by population Find trann-

portation difficuItien, and by overall concern for economic and,
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environmental vell-being, may -- perhaps, should -- be Ad-

reseed by appropriate academic specialists. $tate interest

in research diffeiks form most earlier federal interest in

one important respect: State governments more than the flida al'

.apppar to be concerned vith short-term practical solutions,

as opposed to long-term, abstract contributions knowledge

_-
vhich'smy ormay not have near-practical app cationsA'--

0
State governments are nov showing an increAsiniinterest in

'

exercising control over particular acadenichirograms.. Stat-
;1,

t
-utory authority over new programs and often overexisting ones

t 4t
has generally been delegated to a state hifiher education agency

to the end that it be used to avoid !unnecessary duplication"

A

among institutions. In the past, the autho ity has geneallY

been eTericised with sensitivity ind restraint but shrinking

enrollments and tight state budgets now indicate thAtiess

restraint - - 'Although ve trust nb lets sensitivi,/ vill,be

probable.in the future.

o
Finally, state governients are expanding their interests to in-

P I ,

elude institutional activity thatfis funded bybther than-state

general revenue appropriations. In the past, stete-Controls

vere almost Alvny.s directly tied to state general fund support,

ut several states now seek to extend control to activities
,

supported by other funding Agencies or sources,.including the

most important one - -' the federal government.

o 5
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The veb of relationships among federal and state governments in

their interesta- in highir edUCStion iS tang1ecrand changing. There

is little doubt but that the historical an k. substantial iudependenci,

vhieh colleges and. universities 'nave had from governmental' inter-

vention . is being eroded. /.21 addition', thE interventions apPenr 'to

lack common purposes which might imply rev directions or limits. But

directions and limits are essential: hither education i ,far too com-

plex to be managed from either Washington or state-capitals. Virection,

and limits in the case of State governmental intervention are particularly

difficult to deduce because they must be inferred, we believe, from

almost limitless number of specific institutional consequences.
;

.t

-7
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STATE AGENCIES AND INSTITUTIONAL AUTONOMY
_

State intervention in the affairs of higher education takes place in

almost,infinite %/Sys:. Direct intervention Ly governor, and legislators

is not as cotmon as once may have .been the Case, but it still occurs.

tulau and Quimby (1970) report a cliesic case ofjlegislative'inter-
,

vention in WhAch-a professor vas dismisied.because. of direct pressure

on tge governing board. They quote a membet of the'Texas legislature

on the issue (p. 63):..

I think it ii shameful, as happened last week, that.a member of

the House should write a telegramiand send it to the board of

regents asking the dismissal of a professor. That is the

board of regent's business. Or, more torrectly, it is the

(university) administrationls.business....

The example illustrates direct intervention and also vhat.ve believe

it intreasing sophistication of state legislators and some reluctance

on their part.to, undertake direct intervention. Although such cases

create ubstantial furor and publicity.4,v elieve'that they pose a leas

serious threat on higher education than t e more pervasive, routine,

.unpublicized controls exercised indirectly through powers delegated to

other agencies. Ihe major agencies exercising control ovet colleges and

universities are state higher education agencies. The first part of

this section describes their general history and present status. The

second section describes, mere briefly, executive and legislative staff

agencies; the third is concerned, with institutional autonomy as it relates

17
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to state controls, and a,finyl part reports co the perceptions.which
41

state agency officials have regarding recent trends in the relstive
'

power of the major stite agencies and the institution*.

.

State Higher Edueation Agencie's

There eems to be general agreement that history of state higher ell-

ucation agencies, or more generally, the history of state control

over colleges and universities, comprises four Main periods

1966, p. 12):

(1) complete autonomy-of institutiOns (i.e., the legal governIng

boards) lasted from colonial days to the late 19th-century;

(2) creation of single statewide governing boards,:that began in

the latp 19th century ind extended into the 1940's;:

(3) creation oeinforpal voluntary-arrangements that gained impetus

in the decades of the forties and fifties and

,

. (4) creation of formal statewidecoOrdinating agencies concerned

with research, poliCy and p3anning that began primarily in

the 19 s and is continuiug today.

4'
For the precent purpo5es4 the most significant element of this history

appears to be the long period in which institutions were either in-.

dependent in setting their cour3e of action or in which state controls
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were exercised etly by legislators or governors on separately

governed instit4t ons. CcIntrol through,state,higherAdmestion .sfleneies
4

is-recent -! so recent thst many.sctive.spOtenmen:fOr.0417 eduCat4on
H. . .4\

today Are int1meite34 familiar...with battles With, stste capitols that :

a

were von, lost, or coinpromised in the pante .of jonal.auiOnow.

Berdahl (1971):and Glcnny (1959;19%) explore the most recent

period, the period,:of growth Of state higher education agencies in detiil.

There is some in 'cation that the earlier sasumption that eingle,state-

1

. '

vide governing b srds were.unlikely,to be established after the1940's"

t. was.premiture. etweem 1968-and 19731 N4nell Nortkcarolinp,I.Itaht West

Virginia and Wisconsin etsablished such boards... In a much quoted speech,

President &moon of Ohio State eloquentli.dep4,4ed the creation of such

boards in North Carolina and Wisconsin $e examplen.o! increased .state

4 intervention: "In both,states, the state colleges end universities; have

J been formally merged into a single, ,n all-embraeing,atate:university.'

a triumph of systems -- a new emp re a new, total,. bureaucrace

arson, 1973).. Others have, suggested hat the mpaóts of ,the reorgan-
,

I

isation in the two states should be examined-in detail before heing con--

-
demned out of hand (Lie & Bowen, 1975, pp. 18-19). Whether the-tmore,

recent events portrey a trend or not, the issue of the effectiveness of\
single governing boards as opposed to, separately organised.,eoordinating

agencies is one vhtch will. continue. In this regard, the Carnegie

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (3,97( p. 3.11) indicated its

first preference for a coordinating ap.eney with only. advinOry aUthorl ty

and; au second pleferunee indiented the single statewide governing
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board over separate coordinating agency with regulatory authority.

.s.This latter, order of preference met vith substantial criticism

(See Millard, 1977). 01enny (l976; p. 42) suggests that there mai

be little sUbstantive difference betweenA single statewide gOvernlig

board and a regulatory coordinating agency, if what he sees as the

current%trends toward increasing the power of the latter continues.

He notes that originally governors and legislators delegated their own

authority to the ailZe higher educatioh agencies, but that more

recently, the added powers of such agencies have been those heretofore

exercised by institutional governing boards.

The issue relating to the formal Organization of state higher

education 'generals are important, but probably more so in the context of

the history end politics of a\particular-stite than for a general vie,/

,of state intervention. -0111 Ole whole, we agree with Patrick Callan

(1975, p. la that'orginizational anH structural questions should be

*asked only-after.the impact of theactual exercise 'of particular areas of

authority has been analyied.

\

Nevertheless the current status of formal structures among the 50

states is the organizational context for the exercise of state con, -1s.

Anyone entering into a serious investigation of state intervention

ould be familiar itith the two moot recent, detailed descriptions of

state organization and authority: The first was formulated by Robert

lierdahl for the Carnegie Foundation (Supp., 1976, Pp. 55-57), and the

second by Richard Millard (1976). As backgrouhd for this particular

paper, however, state higher educttion agencies may be elassified into

20,
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four general types based on theit fomal authority (See Glenmy,

37; Bowen and Glow, 1976, p. li):

Strong coordination is usually represented by the sin0e,

consolidated govvrnin 7lboard that both gdrIrns and coordinates

all tour-year'institutions 'in a staxe .for example, the

University Of Wisconsin System. But in cother states -- Kansael,

Mississippi, or Noith Dakota - agencies with"relatively similar,

. formal structures do not exercise similarlt stiong-mithority.
/

MOOrately strong coordination is accomplished by a regulatory

c9ordinatine,agency which hail specific statutory authqrity over

budgets, planning, academic pro/jams, or one or more ofApese.

While the strength. of coordination obviously depends'on ths

specific statutes, it also &mods on the teceptance of the

agency's authority by the gavernor, the legislature, and the in-
,

.0itutions. The Board of illigher Educebion in Illinois is an

example of, a strong board. An example of a weak regulatory.

board is that in Massachusetts.

Relatively weak coordination is usually represented by in advlsort

coordinatim agency vhich has only the pover to make recom-

mendations and may laik budgetary responsibility. Here again,

strength depends on the credibility of the board with state

1

agenCies and institutions. An:advisory agency my be quite strong,

as in Washington, or msy be weak, as in.Nev Hampshire.
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Table I indicates.the groVth of the several types of agencies over

the past 180 years. At the present time, only Delaware and Vermont a..e

statst vhich appear to lack any formal coordinating structure (save thtr'i
.

...
,

ir2 Cozimission)..' The importance*of formal authotity, at leant in the
.

.

,

. bgetary area is indicated ,in TOle 2 which reports On t49 result or I

a grey condUcted as pe'irttf a.study of the .impact .of state fiscal..

stri gency. There is.a clear.relationship between formal authoritj and
!_

. the 4robability that tihe agency would:be relied iipon for allocation of

budgetary reductions, among.institutions.

Formal authority is not definitive, however, for veteund it in-

teresting that., in the same surve.;,.the responses A the,state higher

education agencies, regardless of formal ikuthoritj, were overwhelmingly

to the effect that state fiscal stringenesoither had leckor would be

likely to lead to greater centralization of academic program decisior-
,

in their offices. W would emphasize that this vas a perception of the
4

future shared by seven or eight consolidated governing boards-by 10

of 12 regulatory coordinating agencies, and by three of four advisory
,

coordinating agencies, a total of 81r1,ercent of the agencies responding*

to the question (Bowen & Glenn:if 1976, p. 70). "Centralization" is a

notoriously ambiguous term, of course, but not so aMbiguous that the

reported perceptions cannot be clearly read to imply greater state

intervention in the event of fiscal strintency.

22
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Table 1

HISTORICAL GROWTH OF STATE HIGWER EDUCATION
AGENCIES (Cumulative totals),

State higher education
agency

Voluntary

Statewide governing
board

Regulatory coordinating
agena

Advisory coordinating

a

acne:,

1910 1950 1.960

o 3 5_

10 15 . 15

1 2 5

o le

1969 197611

h 1

16 19

15 - 19..

13 - 9

During 1976 Maryland left the advisory ranks to becoMe regulatory
end Nebraska left the voluntary categor7 to become advisory,
making tie fina1 figUreelas of Apgust,1976.,.

regulatory
advisory'

voluntary
statewide governing
no agencY

Berdahl (1r1) for 1930-4969

Carcegieloundaticin (1976) fo

.20

'9

0
19
2

Source: gireit
1976 figuri

wl
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. Tabla 2_

-Probable Reliance on State Higher Edncation Agency for
Allocation of Reductions amonk Campuses and Academic

Programs by State hnd b7 Type a'Coordination

11.,

0

a
CoOrdination

,

Single board

Regulatory coordination

Advisory coordination

.*ies No

84%

(11) (1)

56%

(9),
3t)%

(6)
.

38% 62%

Other Total

8%b
100%

(1) (13)

mcb , 100%
(1) (16)

.

-- 100%
(8)

Other ... -, 100%e 100%

Total

Mommo. WOMB (2) (2)

59% 31% 10%
(23) (12) (4) (39)

a
Classifications derived from The States and Higher Education
(Carnegie Fonndation, 1976). A somewhat different classi-
fication appears in' the earlier descriptive report in this
.present series (Glenny et al., 19750.

b
'No response. %

c tik

Question not applicable.
,

,

94
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We emphatize the contrast-between the expected influence of formal

;

struOture pf state higher. educatinn,agencies; nft-one hadds.endio owthe

1

other, the perceptions of centralization 'which aPpeer'unrelatted to

formal structure: .1bie-emphasis.isinotsimi4 to pose's paradox,Abut

. rather to point out the neceasity otexamining,the details of the results

ot interWention'rather than the organisational.or procedu;61cmusee of

it. State, higher edueation'agmfteies arethe most, important agencies by

which the state intervenes.intighereducationotadithey are far.too

diverse and tar too enmeshed in the history and pOitics tot., each state

to provide the major hosis.for a iistematic,investigation.

State Executive and Legislative Staff

State agency organizatio4, roles, and functions relating to higher ed-,

libation budgeting were described and analyzed in the reports resulting
. ,

from the BerkelerCenter's recept.st4Y. at these OrMintz0fone in 17

states. Our studies,concentrated,on,budgetary ie9nonsibilities, but it

*vas clear that budgetary resionsibilities or,activi4 related,to them
*-

vere at the heart of most state gontrol regulationof,hifher

education. Asummary of the conclusions,or these earlier studies is ap-

propriate here.

State Executive Staff. In Addition to budgeting, governors_have a wide

variety of responsibilities for which staff is employed end from which

intervention.in higher educatiowmay occur.. Sudh responsibilities .

usually include varying degrees of control over sudh funtions as purchasing,

person.ml rules and regulations, accounting, nnd publi Porke. Exercine

9c:
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of those administrative _functions in the past have resulted in a.ntwber

of "horror stories" (See Moak & Rourke, 4959, Particularly .pp. 103-181).

We min not hazard a guess aL, to whether such incidents re more or.

ike

less frequent than they w 0 years se; For present purposes, interr

vention in the form of exeetM office control overAdminiitrative or .. .

management actifties is not discussed Ae're except to the,extent thUt/

/controls such as these increase the cost of accountability. It is not ..1

that-this type of intervention does not caube difficulty for the-instit-

utions, for It does. Rather such interventAn does nOt'have the direct
\

impact on educational policy matters that is characteristic of the,

intervention vith which we are primarily concerned. Interventions by,/

exeeptiVe budget offices °cam have this direct impact.

Virtually every state hai an executivebudget office with respon-.

sibility to the vovernor for the allotmentand control of funds. In

the.rare excer. Mipsissippi, for example -- a joint legislative-

. execttive commisaion or similar 'group performs this function. Executive

budget staff must; because or their responsibilities for the.entire-
{

state budget, be more interested in the impact of state revenue factors

and otAler Overall cost matters than are either legislative.staff or the-
.

state higher education agencies. Executiie budget staff appear to be

more sensitive to thi complexity of hither educational policy issues than

are legislative staff.

g4 A

Either.formally or informally, the gubernatorial positions of general

educational as. well an fiscal'issues relating to higher educaton tend to

be conveyed to inotitutions.throue
executive budget staff. These staffs
26
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appear to be lessconcerned than legislative,staffs with specific

academie-progrmas and specific campuses. Eiecutive budget staff.qp.:

pear to be considerably more.concerned about the collection and analysis

of quantative data than do legislatcve Staffs', but their interest in

such information is less than that of the state higher education

agencies. .Ae usually occurs in state higheieducation agencies', but

not on legislative staffs, junior members of executive budget offices

tend to be directed closelyibi senior,'more .axperienced staff members.

Executive budget staff review of budgets is structured heavily by

taeitiming, format, and other requirements of the executivebudget

into which institutional budget requests must be tranolated. Deadlines

for decision in executive budget offices often depend on statutorily

fixed dates and related technical, production deadlines. State governors

can intervene directly into higher educational affairs.without inyolving

their staffs, of course. The governor in Went Virginia was responsible
a

for adding a.second public medical'school in that state. The governor
.

of Florida would not sigA the paychecks of 4 particular camPils chief ex-

ecutive. The terenation of Clark Kerea appointment as chief.executive'

of the.Uni7ersity of California 'by then Governor Reagan is a classic'

example of direct gubernatorial intervention.

6-

d.

state Legislative Staff. Staffs of legislative committees are less easily

categorized than those in executive budget offices. A state legislature

may or may not employ staff tor a joint fiscal committee. Staff may be

assigned to individual commdttees from a central pool. Whether there is a

joint staff or not, the fiscal committees in either of both houses may or
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t may not employ stiff. As an added complication, committee staff may be

further 'divided to support mArdx, and majority party meMbelm..

Legislative fiscal staff enn selectively'deaa with issues, and are

. less likely to engage in routine or structured activity than are executive

budget offices and state higher education agencies. Legislative staff

may visit campuses as often as do executive staff, but they appear more

interested in specific campus issues and priorities than in overall,

state educational oi'budgetary matters. There are, of course, exceptions,

and, for wimple, legislative staff in Nebraska are developing the infor-

lotion systein for higper education, and the legislaiive staff.in Miehigan

have maintained an overall budgetary "tracking7 system iralependent of

that/of tile executive budget office.

Review of institutional budget requests by legisntive staff is less

structured,than that perfOrmed bY either executive budget offices or

;state higher education agencies. In some instinces, review may be under-

taken only at the specific request of a legislator. In other eases, par-

ticularly wh6re there is joint committee staff, review may be almost 141

strUctured and comprehensive as that of the executive bidget office.

In addition to legislative staff eoncerned directly with the budgetary

processes, there is an increasing number of separate legislative audit

staffs that perform policy, performance, or evaluation suits as distinct

from routine fiscal audits. It has been our experience at in most

instances, these legislative audit staffs are used tor investigation of

higher education matters: An examp1e of the impaet of one such investigation

98
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appear to be less concerned 'than legislative. staffs vith specific

academic progrmas and specific campuses. Executive budget staff ap-

'pear to be.considerably more concerned about the collection and analysis

of quantative data thamdo legislative staffs, but their interelt in
1

such information is less than that of the state higher education

agencies. As usually occurs in state higher education agencies,.but \

not on legislative staffs junior members pf executive budget offices

tend,to be directed.closely by senior, more experienced staff meabers.

Executive budget staff review of budgets is structured heavily byi

the timing, format, and other requirements of the executive budget

into which institutional budget requests must be translated. Deadlines

for.decision in executive budget offiees'often depend on statutorily

fixed dates and related technical, production deadlines. State governors

can..intervene directli into higher educational affairs without involving

their staffs ck course. The governor in West'Virginia was responsible

for.adding a se\lond public medical school in that atate. The governor

of Florida would not'sign the paychecks of a particular campus chief ex-

ecutive. The termination of Clark Kerr's appointment as chief executive

of the University of:Calitornia by then Governor.Reagan is a Classic

example of direct gubernatorial intervention.

State Legislative Staff. Staffs of legislative committees are less easily,

categorized than those in executive budget offices. A state legislature

may or may not employ staff for a joint fiscal committee. Staff may be

assigned to-individual committees from a central pool. Whether there is a

joint stacf or not, the fiscal committees in either of both houses may or
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nay not employ staff.. As an added complication, committee staffslay be
',=;

further divided to support minority and majority wty meMbers.

Legislative fiscal staff can selectively deal with issuds, and are

less likely to engage fn routine or structured activity than ar 'executive

budget offices and state highei idtication agencies. Legislative staf/\

may visit campuses as often pm do executive staff, but they appear more

intereste4 in specific campuS issues and priorities than in overall,

state educational

and, for example,

ration system for

or budgetary matters. There ar7, of course, exceptions,

legislative staff in Nebraska are/(dveloping the infor-

higher education, and the legislative staff in-Michigan

have maintained an overall budgetary "tricking" system independent of

that of the executive budget office.'
s.

Review of institutional budget requests by legislative staff.is les

structured than that performed by either executive budget offices or

state higher education agencies. In some instances, review may be undo

taken only at the specific request of a legislator. /n other cases p

ticularly where there is joint committee staff, review may be almost

structured and comprehensive as that of the executive budget.office.

In addition to legislative staff concerned directZy with the bu ary

processes, there is an increasing number of separate legislative audi

staffs that perform policy, performance, or evaluation audits as die

from routiue'fiscal audits. It has been our experience that in.nost

net

instances, these legislative audit staffs are used for investigation'of

higher education'matters. An example of the impact of one such investigation
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appear to be lead concerned than legiilative staffs with-specific

academic progrmas and specific campuses. .Executive budget staff ap-

pear to be considerably more concerned.about the collection and ana]Igia

of qUantative data than do legislative staffs, but their interest in

such information is less than that of the state higher education

agencies. As usually occurs in state higher education agencies, but

not on legislative staffs, junior members of executive budget offices

tend/to be directed closely by senior, more experienced staff meMbers.

Executive budget staff review of budgets is structured heavily by

' the timing" format, and other requirements of the executive budget
.

into which institutionil budget requests,must be translated. .Deadlines

for.deci3ion in executive budget offices often depend on statutorily

fixed dates and related technical', production deadlines. State governors

'can intervene directly into'higher educational affairs without inliolving

their staffs, of course. The governor in. West Vrrginia was respont4ble

for adding a second public.medical school in that st 'The governor

of Florida would not sign the paychecks of a liarticialar campus chief ex-

ecutive, The termination .of Cltrk Kerr's appointment as chief exeCutive

of the University of California by then Governor Reagan is a classic

example of .direct gubernatorial intervention,

or
State Legislative Staff. Staffs of legislative committees are less easily

categorized than those in executive budget offices: A state legislature'

may or may.not employ staff for a joint fisal Committee. Staff may be

assigned to individual committees from a central pool. Whether there is a

joint staff or not, the fiscal committees in either of both houses may or
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may not employ stiff. As an added ComplicatiOn,'committee staff May be

further divided to support minority and majority party members.

Legislative fiscal staff can selectively deal with issues, and are

less likely to efigage in routine or structured activity than are executive

budget offices and state higher eatication agencies. _Legislative staff

may visit campuses as often as do executive,staff, but they appear more

Interested in specific cardpus issues an# priorities than in overall,

state educational or budgetary mattera. There are, of course, exceptions,

and, for example, legislative staff in Nebraska ire developing the-infor-

mation sysiem for higher.education, and the legislative staff.in Michigan

have maintained an overall budgetary "tracking" system indePendent of

that of the executive budget'office.

Review of insiftational budget requests by legislative staff is less

structured than that performed by either executive budget offices or

utate high r education agencies. In some instanees, review may be under-

taken onlyiat the specific request of a legislator. In other cases, par-
)

ticularly where there is joint committee staff review may be almost as

tructured and comprehensive as that of the
\

executive budget office.

In addition to legislati4e staff concerned directly with the budgetary

processes, there is an increasing number of separate legislative audit

staffs that perform policy, performance, or evaluation audits as distinct

from routine fiscal audits. It has been our experience that in most

instances, these legislative audit staffs are used for investigation of

nigher, education matiers. An example of the impact of one such investigation
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appear to be less concerned than legislative staffs with specific-
,

academic progrmas and-specific campuses. Executive budget start aro-,

pear to be considerably more concerned about the collection and snalYsia

of quantailve data than do legislative staffs, but their interest in

such information is leas than that of the state higher education

agencies. As usually occurs in state higher education agencies, but

not on legislative staffs, junior,Inembers of executive budget offices

tend to be directed closely by senior, more experienced staff members.

'Executive budget staff'review of budgets is structured heavily W. '

the timing, format, and other requirements of the executive budget

si$into which institutional budget requests m ust tranalated. Deadlines

for decision in executive budget offices often d pend on statutorily

fixed dates and related technical, production deadlines. State governors

can intervene ddrectly into higher educational affairs without involvingJ

their staffi, of course. The governor in West-Virginiiiwes.responsible

for adding a second public medical sChool in that state. The governor

of Florida would not Sign thellsychecks of a particular campus Chief ex-

ecutive. The termination of Clark Kerr's appointment as chief executive

of the University of California by then Governor Reagan is a classic

example of direct cubernatorial intervention.

State Letislative Staff. Staffs of legislative comrdttees are leas easily

categorized than those in executive, budget offices: A state legislature

may or may not emptoy staff for a joint fiscal oommittee. Staff may be

assigned to individuil committees from a central pool:- Whether there is a

,joint staff or not, the fiscal committees in either of both houses may or

..
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ma; not employ staff: As an added complication, committee staff may be

further divided to support minority and majority party meMbers.

Legislative fiscal staff can selectively deal with issues, and are

less likely to engage in routine or structured activity than are executive
I

budget offices and state higher educatice agencies. Legislative staff

spy visit campuses_ as often as do executive staff, but they appear more

interested in specific campus issues and priorities than in overall,

state educational or budgetary matters. There are, of eourse, exceptions,

and, for example, legislative staff in Nebraska are developing the infor-

mation system for higher education, and the legislative staff in Michigan

have maintained an overall budgetary "tracking" system independent of

that of the executive budget office.

Reviev of tnstitutional budget requests by legislative staff is less

structured than that performed by eitar executive budget offices or

state higher education-agencies. In some instances, reviev may be under-

takenonlyatthe6ecific,requesiofalegislator. In 9ther cases, par-
s.,

ticularly vhere there isljoint committekstaff, reviev may be almost as

structured and comprehensive as that of the executiVe budget office.

In addition to legislative staff concerned directly with the budgetarY

precesses there As an increasing number of separate legislative audit #

taffs that perform policy, performance, or evaluation auditg og distinct

from routine fiscal audits. It has been our experience that in most

instances, these legislative audit staffs are used for inves'iigation of

higher education matters. An example of the impact of one such investigation
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in Wisconsin is diseussed later in thia,paper. We have suggestee in an

earlier study that the role which thes,stiffs vill PlspY liPUfteting

and regulating higher education will incre-ase (Glenny, et'al., 1975,

p. 16).

Surmary. Whether one is cOnsidering.brOnd state policies tor higher ed-

ucation or the details Of implementatinn of such policy, executive and
. s

legislative staff are almost always the'vehicle for overeeeing Instit-

utional compliance.. Mbreover, they oftenyleV cri.tiO01 ro4s in the process

of policy formulation, particularly"where on issue, however important it

might be to higher education, is not of hig4 polittcal salience to the

governor'or legislature.. In one state with which we,ore familiar, ex-
.

ecutive budget staff.activity has hall on impact,on infocmstion

A critical part of any study of state intervention into,highor education

euet be recognitim of the importance Of executive and legislative staff.

NWny staff directors such astonald Axelrod in New York and.Alan Post in

Californio have not been "clerks making academic decisions". They and

often their senior aides hold informed end ,conaidered views on state

policy, views that not only reflect those of governors and legislators

but also influence them.

Institutional Autonoly .

Although there is undoubtedli general agreement on the central elements

of the.concepts of academic freedom, we agree with the Carnegie Comnission

(1975, p. 105) that "institutional independence or autonomy is yet to be

defined". However, it might be defined, absolute' autonomy for colleres and

35
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universities simply does mot exist Aiken, 1?76, p._166):

P
,

Except4kproprietary schools, no initution of higher educatinn,

public or private, can elaim-to itself the'kind ot degree of.-

broad autonomy which strictly privat! persons, corporations, or

other enterprises enjoy. The reason is essentially that, 'by def-.

inition, not-for-profit educatio institutions ere necessarily

identifieg either ias public agenc/ies, public trusts,.or both. An

agency, in point of lair, is fund¢mentally subject to such limit-
!

atiOnvof,its authority as its/Principal may see fit to impose.

Thus state and community institutions, regardless of their prObible

entity status, are generally subject to a significant degree of

legislative control over their finances and other aspecti of their

activity; and sometimes are regarded as administrative departments

pder supervision of the,chief execttive as well.

Although clearly subject to state control as a matter of law, it is

true that higher education institutions home enjoyed.substantially more

freedom from state regulation than have other state agencies. Atelrx-...,

cellent summary of the reasons which support the case for institutional

independence has been mode by the Carnegie Commission (1971 p. l0.4-105):

o
A viable societyrequires institutions of higher education with

sufficient independence to that their members feel free to

comment upon, criticize, and advise on ,great Variety of policies

and practices..
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Crestive*research and effective teaehing require freedom. Great

strides in higher education have been made by those institutions

that vere relatively free from external governmental control.

6 Freedom from external control failitates intelligent planning.

O External.control often inhibits the type of experimentation and /

innovation required for continued improvement ofsour educatiopal

resources.

o Efficient operation requires that degree of institutional in-

, dependence needed for intelligent management.

Also, in a country such as France, vith a single nationil system

of higher education, every important University and college

issue becomes a potential political issee. Our pluralistic system

has helped to prevent this, to,the advantage of both the colleges

and universities, and the body politic.

There can be few quarrels with the Carnegie Commission's case for

institutio0at independence. The ploblem, of course, is in the generality

and subjective nature of the concepts, a problem of which the Carnegib

Commission vss well awire. Moreover, the question of perspective is a

critical one. For example, although "freedom from external control

facilitates Intelligent pllnnJng,'" cmn there be intelligent otatevide

planning in the abmcnce of guidnace from nome ntftte agency? The mftlqr

3
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question, of cOlrse, is whether it is even possible to study state inter,.

vention in the absence of tiiterta that distinguish legitimate state

interests from "intervention" into institutional prerogatives. The'

final section of this paper attempts to address this prOblem.

Perceptions of Shifting Power

A questionAdri survey of executive budget offices, legislative fiscal

staffs, and state higher education agencies vas conducted in al1,50

states as part of the CenteeJs major state budget study. One/question

explored the perceptiont of persons in each of these three major agencies

of shifts in influence over buditary decisions among the agehcies and'

staff during the five years prior to the survey -- i.e., 1970-1975.

Based upon the 32 states in which each of the three agencies Answered

thequestionnaire, legislative fiscal staff are very clearZy perceived

io influence to a greater extent ttian either gists higher educattzln

agencies or executive budget offices. But the latter two agencies are

perceived to have.mide some gain. In contrast, institutions of higher
0

education are perceived to have lost influence during this period.

Askuredly, budgetary decisions are not as critical -to-educational

policy as are academic decisions. .Nevertheless, we perceive the ap-

parent decline in the influence of institutions as extending beyond fis-

cal matters, and as suggesting-a decline in the ability of higher ed-
.

ucatiOn institutions to defend themselves, against intervention by state

agencies.
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STATE REGULATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Concern over the proper distribution of authority among agencies and

institutions rippOnsible for higher.education appears to halfe reached

the level of nationwide concern only within the past 20 years. The

Camp...12,2_1nd the State (Mbos & Rourke, 1959) was the seminal study and

analysis, and mUch of it, varticularlyie discpssion aTstate admin-

istrative activity in areas such as puretissang, remains-relevant.

Noresreceptly, a nusiber of attempts to specify appropriate allocation of

responsibility between state agencies and the institutions have been

made. Four of these were collected in a Supplement to The Carnegie

Foundation report on The States and 1fi4her Education (197(), eLch hes

much to recommend it, and the portion of the Supplement containing the

classifications is attached to this report as an Appendix.

A Our presentation differs from these eaiiier efforts somewhat by

attempting to emphasize probable or,pergeived state policy positions

that might be argued to support-the intervention. There are several

reasons why we believe that such emphasis is useful:

O Institutions of higher education are organizationally.con-

servative,powever liberal may be their individual faculty t.

members. ,Vaculty specialization, student expectations, and ,

the sequential nature of instruction are barriers to change.

So arc/the continuity of rexearch interests, "A', despit

deniale, simple bureaucratic inertia. All are strong
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motives for.most institutions to view any externallr imposed

change as unwarrantd interventiod into academic frieedom, or

intoLinstitutional autonomy, or both. This section emphasizes

the Other side of the balance by making state
PolLer -- the

reson for intervention the explicit organizing rinciple.

0
State policy for figher education is rarely"clear. Seriopt

dilemmas face state university offices's and goviining boards

who are directed bOtkto reduce expenditaves and to Maintain .

quality without guidance from the state on the priorities that

the state expects (Bowen VGlenny, 1976). Our format for ,

Presentation attempts to explore the implication of generaf

policy positions held by elected officials in most states to

the end of making them more explicit, particularly as-nev state

controls impose on.the institutions.

o
Finally, the presentation is intended to shift emphasis from

funding and budgetary practices to the substance of educational

policy. Despite this intent, budgetary procedures are still

proMinent, for, to date, the budget remains the major vehicle1

for implementing state policy. Indeed, we have evep suggested

that some ntate higher education agencies may neglecting

their primary responsibility for educational policy because of

fascination with the paver and techhical demand of state budgets

(Clem, 1916, pp. 148-150).

4 1)
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What state policies reflect state government's primary respon-

sibility for higher education? A definitive.answer is not possible,

of.course, for the states differ substantially. Evin withih the dame

state, policies for different institutions may vary in detail, In

xplicitness, and in substance. Nevertheless, our review of the

thought- of others as well as our AMU experlence suggests that there

Arelsome six or seven areas either where policy is generally explicit

or where action by the states clearly implies unarticulated policy.

Chart 1 lists seven such possible policy areas, notes examples of

policy implImentation, and serves as.an outline for the balance of this

section.



POTENTIAL AREAS OF STATE POLICY
OF SELECTED, MAJOR IMPLICATIONS

.1. Gm/mance, coordination,
and administration

2. Access

Instruction

4. Research

40*

5. Public Service

6. General Support

v

Accountability
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CHART

FOR HIGHER EDUCATION AND SUMMARY NDICATIONS
OFtUCH POLICY AREAS

States mAy establish the number, trpe, and
location of campuses. They may orgahize
campuses through governing and coordinating
structures to assure implementation of state
policy. They, may formulate and enforce
state plans. ,

States may fix the numbers, distributinn, and
qualifications of students. They mAy determine
the amount and conditions of student financial
aid., and establish procedures to assure equitable
access and equal .opportunity...

States may establish criteria or procedures for
determination of the adequacy of new and existing

, academic prOgrams. They may establish proceduret
to assure geographically equitable distribution
of basic, programs, and avoidance of unnecessary
duplication.

INe...

States may establish research programs for
specific purposes, may require invertigation of
issues relevant to the state, and may condition
the performanci of researCh fundid from other
than state funds.

States may require traininiffor Perceived state -
manpower, needs, both initial entry training
and continuing,compulsory training thereafter.

States may determine levels of support using
formulas orHguidelines. They may determine
both general salary levelsiand distribution of
salary increments,. They max use budgetary
.p:vcedures or funding levels to implement or
enforce policy positions in virtually all areas
of higher education,

Stwues may require adherence tc standard ac-
counting'procedurestinay conduct preaudits and
postaudits of accounts. They may establish
procedures for'purchasing and construction.
,They may conduct,performance or program audits,
and may establish standards for faculty activity.
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Governance and Coordination: Statewide Plannine

/1,,

Major issues of state control over higher education by state higher'

education agencies -- organizations designed and established for that

purpose -- are coiered in a number of places in this paper. In this

section the role of such agencies in statewide planning is emphasized
,4

,.am a possible source of state intervention and control. We cannot,

of course, explore the entire subject of statewide planning, a subject

ithich is covered in a recent,and Comprehensive handbook (Halstead,4974).

Tbe limited point made here is our perception of changes in the nature

and extent of statewide planning and the implications of these Changes

for,institutipnal academic affairs.

*

Most statewide plans were originally developed in the 1960s'to

answer major questions relating to the growth and development of higher

education, questions such an the. following:(01enny, 1967):

How can the state provide a su ient number of eduCation places

for new students? How aan-the state etermine which colleges should

become full-fledged universities and w ich should develop different

roles. and fanctions? What types and extent of"research'and public

service activities are 'appropriate for each campus? Where should

new eglleggs or t; ;es of institutions be developed? What level of

financing is really required for each-Campus to maintain a quality

programi?
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The questionsvere brioad,and the answirs In the statewide p ans

refleilted the pervasi /expectations of moveA that prevailed ge

into the early l970s1 Palola, Lehm

that statewide'pl

rally

and Blischke (1970) conilildedI.

elappeared to e successfUl in meeting part! ular

expectations which related to gtowth vControlled expansion of nw campuses

and neir academic programs 7A extension-of educational opportun ty.
.

But they found also that/I:damning had not been successfUl in gi ng direct
/

attention to substantiVe educational questions of qualiV and ejxcellince.
/

.

Program plans in %he late 19601 were based on enrollment pr4eetions that
/ .

encouraged expectations
,
of continuing funds for growth. But many of the

projections were unrealistic.-- in Illinois, for example, the expectation

vas that the percentage of college-age youth enrolled at all campuses
#

in the state'would increase from 60 to 68 percent between 1969 and 1974.

In fact, the percentage remained constant (Lee & Bowen, 1975v P. 9).

Although few institutional administrators or faculty mehera per-

ceived the statewide plane of the,1960s as fulfilling all their\as-

ptrations, probably most had, insofar as academic plans were concerned,

expectations for a better future. These reasonably optimistic expectations

continued int:to the early 1970s, in part because attention was distracted

by student disorder and in part because many administrators and faculty

were simply unwilling to believe that overall crowtti vas ending.

Hindsight makes it easyrto be critical of the statewide plans of the

1960s, of the slick paper, 10-year compendiums of institutional aspirations.

Many plans were unrealistic in their predictions of the future, but how-

ever i.awed they may have been in this respect, they capture& the tenor

4 4
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of-the times, and reflected -- although.perhaps for too long -- the

strong state political and financial support with which th decade of

the 1960s began.

But it is now.apparent that statewide planning during the remainder

of the 1970s and in the 19800 will be different. The major difference,

in our opinion, is that statewide plans vill be.intended to be operational.

There will be less interest in form and format and more on substance.

At the present timel_ two of these matters of substance are sometimes'

explicit in plans and allo4t always at least implicit in the planning

processes; they are the ac\la mic planning factoxs most likely to lead to
1

chargei of state intervention:\

State plans and planning procedures are 'increasingly explicit

that funding requirements for new academic programs be avil -

able only through reallocation of existing resources on a

campus, multieampUi, or statewide Vasis.

o Sindlarly, plans and planning procedure° emphasize the respon -

sibility and authority Of state higher education agenCies to

evaluate existing programs regarding their modification or

termination.

Until recently, state higher education agencies directed (or at-

-temped to direct) higher education along paths c9nsistent with state

governmental goals largely through control over ingreieilti of growth --
__.------

new progftnn, new campunes, new bialdingn, nev fundn. 'Statewide pinnn ,
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emphasized change through incremental growth. Rut on the campuneel

the general direction of academic affairs vas set by internal pressures

and academic aspirations and politics. For the most part, compltx,

internal, campus academic structures were left undisturbed by statewide

plans or planning; the .tate higher education agency intervened only

when the campus seemed to be moving farther lr faster than the state

plan allowed.

One might compare an operating campus with an enormously intricate

jigsaw puzzle in which the fit of every piece depends on the shape and

location of all other pieces. Properly assembled, the pieces form a

picture that iii--determined by historicai.compromises, bacigaining, student

preferences accident, and innummerable other factors. In miny instances,

one such factor might be the general statement of institutional role,

scope, or mission determined in the statewide plan. Even if a factor

in the past,.the concern of state hieler education agencies and state-

wide plani was mainly at the edges of the puzzle, a concern with ad-

ditional pieces, and not with those already in place. But the luxury of

such marginal interest is not possible any longer. The statehigher

r
education agencies are clearly interested in shifting pieces in the

middle of the puzzle, an action that can distort the entire picture.

A recent and perhaps typical-example of what might be expected.in

other states occurred.in the State of Washington where the state higher

education agency staff recommended a prOposal to terminate doctoral

programs in history and English ht Washington State University. The

agency deferred acting on, the proposal nf'its staff until 1979.

'16
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Institutional representatives argued that elimination of the programs

would undermine its role as a comprehensive institution. Agency staff

countered vith the contention that the primary purpose orthe prOgrams

was the preparation of students for careers. (Scully, 2977)

Tho Washington situation is interesting in two other respects:

Institutional faculty (ss 'opposed to administrators) urged that

principl's of academic freedom would be violated by the impact of the

elimination of the provrams. Also, this may have-been one of the fey

times when a national, higher education association (the American Council

on Education) his taken a public position before g state higher education

agency -- the association opposed.the staff proposal.

Although program control could violate academic freedom, it would

not appear that this occurred in Washington -- at least as academic

freedom has been defined in the past. But the issue wan rained, and

this, together vith the interest of one of the most prestigious higher

educa145eassociations, is an indication of the seriousness vith which

the planning.activity vas viewed.
,

In 1(summary, academie planning until the very recent past has general-
.,

ly meant "ihtervention" in higher education only in the sense that it

has attemped to control future institutional patterns. Increbsingly.,
,

however, statewide planning means ongoing planning procedures, net just

static.planu,, and these procedures rely on two important aspects of

coordination andigovernance:
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o Review and evaluation of new and existing academic progr

o

r

Continuing performance of policy and program studies an

analyses.

The interest of state government in statewide planning has shifted

.f m concern about orderly, growth to concern about quality, effective-

n ss, and internal institational dynandcs in a period of consolidation.

As plans and planning procedures reach more deeply into the institutions,

the question is whether the planning agencies are organized add staffed

to make the judgementp required. How can faculty peer review be utilized?

How can procedures be made sufficiently sensitiveto institutional

program balance?

Access
0

The basic state policy question is "whovi shall we educate?". The answer,

like the answers to many otber such policy questions, seems most often

owto3 be found in practice rather than in words. 'Basic social and economiclo
\s

forces filter throtigh political reality and procedures to result in

governmental rules that set the broad outlines of an answer. The answers

are often Ao broad, in fact, that theY may have' little impact'on the

actual composition of the'student body at a particular institution.

There appear to be five major issues of access in which state policy

cnn have a controversial impact on institutions: preference for residents,

admissions, enrollment limits, affirmative action, and student financial

aid. S'
i
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Preference for Residents. The primary purpose of public colleges and

universities in the viev of most state\governmental aficials is to

serve residents of the state. Eulau and Quinley quote what is probably

the viewpoint of a typical state legislator: "I have the impression that

the University is admdtting too many out-of-state students and is restricting

the chances of our ovn people" (1970, P. 92). TheY report other views to
C.

indicate legislative.avareness of-the value of geographically balanced.

1

enrollment in 'their state universities, but, as a Texas state senator

suggested, balance would have to give way "in areas of pressing need.--

\such as medical and dental schools" (p. 91). Diredt limitation of ad-

missions is found in many professional programs, including not only

medicine and denistry but also veterinary medicine and law. There are

probably few states in which tuition for non-residents is not substantially

higher than for residents. In the late l960s, some states -- Wisconsin

* and Michigan.are examples -- applied overall -quotas or proposed them for

out-of-state stlidnts t4cause of legislative perceptions that such students

caused the then current campus unrest. Additional favoritism is found

in conditions, on state supported student financial aid:whic,h generally

must be used.by residents in institutions within the'state..

The implications of state intervention to favor residents can be

profound for the institutions, but, in general, difficulties are restricted

,to fairly specialized cases. _The need for graduate programs to draw from.

the,very best talent in.the country in generally considered ensential, for

the quality of the students in as important an the quality of the faculty.

Where the only barrier is the higher outnof-state tuition, the rroblem

can be met by student financial.aid or by tuition waivers. Absolute
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prohibition on enrollment of out-of-state st ents, on the other hanC,

can clearly place graduate programa of a major ublic university in

&poor competitive position in relation to those on private eampusess.

Perhaps the major difficulty,with,quotas imposed on a statewide

basis is their lack of discrimination. In the Wisconsin situation to

which we have referred, the disorders which gave rise to the quota were *

at the Madison campus, but the impact of the quota vas reportedly most

severe at the then separately governed, collegiate campus at Whitevater,. ,

a camnus which drew a substantial fraction of its students from nearby
1

\

Illinois. It shocd be noted that Wisconain and 'Minnesota have entered

'into an interstate agreement which allows students from either state to

enroll in any of the.public institutions otthe state without, paying

out-of-state tuition. A balance of payments settlement is made at the

end of each fiscal'year.by the respective government in debt to the other.

North Dakota has entered into a similar cOmpact with Minnesota.

Admission Standards.' An established feature of state higher education

*policy is the setting of general'erigibility standhrds for admission

(Carnegie Commission, 1971, p. 105). State requirements are generally

minimum standards, and the institutions retain contra over the admission

of specific students from within the pool of those eligible. The in-

stances in which statewide controls have caused difficulty appear quite

selective. The terminatici of the open admissions policy in the City

University of Pew York was brought about,hY P ressure from the state. In

California, the California State UniversitK\and Colleros nyatem is pro-

hibited from drawing students from the lower two-thirds or the high'

5 0
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school graduates. This limit may cause difficulty as that system com-

petes wiith the numerous, attractive, and less expensive local community

colleges who can admit any high school graduate.

In general, state intervention into admission processes is not likelY

to be a major cause of institutional concern. It is likely that progresa

will be made toward state04e standardization and simplification of

admission forms -- possibly over institutiOnal objections (Bailey, 197)&,

p. 5). In substance, however, most institutions will retain control over

their student body. The senior officer of one majorianiversity character-

ized state imposed admisston siandards as."sort of general rules," and

noted that any student "really interested in attending" would probab3y

get in.

7

Upper and Loy_e_r_C.m,4_1_sEnrollment Lirdts. During a period of enrollment

growth, it was relatively cdmmon for states to impose upper limits on
r

the size of the campuses ( .g., California Master Plan, 1960 p. 108).

These ceilings may still restrict access at-some major state universities
. ..

and, perhaps, at campuses in growing urban areas (e.g., the Central Nome

of the University of Houstor.).r Although these upper limits are of less

general sipAificance during the current period of plateauing or declining

enrollment, they maY still serve the purpose of shifting students from

one campus to another ta-assure controlled growth. The latter would appear

to be exemplified.in Maryland cUrrently.

Declining enrollments, if rendering enrollment ceiling of less

interest, raise the issue of possible lcwer limits of enrollment for a

ii
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campus. The question is vhether or not there is a point at which a

campus becomes so small that it is no ',Inger educationally -- or perh-ps

economicallY - effective. Although this question was explored at some

length in WisconsiOUniversity
of Wisconsin System, 1975) and earlier

in South Dakota and Mbntana, we are unpware of any systematic imposition

.of such lover limits. The termination of a campus undotibtedly presents

an extreme case of state intervention. But it is also an examfIle of

state responsibiliti that few would challenge on grounds of intervention

vith institutional autonomy. Proposals for closing campuses in isolated

areas where efirollment does not appear to be either presently or

prospectively supportive have.not met with success in MontanCend only

partially so in South Dakota. The issue is political as much as it is

educational. A aomewhat different issue is presented by the continued

existence of predominantly black schools,in clobe proximi416 Predominantly
vhite campuses. The isaues surrounding closure; merger, or program

modification in these situations appear beyond the scope of.the present

paper.

Affirmative Action. The right of the states to fOlster equal educatiOnal
,

opportunity through appropriately conditioned student financial aid and

a variety of new or relaxed admistions procedures appear to be.unquestioned.

Questioned, however, are policy proposals which would require public

campuses to enroll minority grouns in proportion to the presence of such,

groups in the general or rerional population. The issue appears latent

at present, possiMy become of the uncertainty aurrounding the constit-

utionality of racial quotas-in pending litigation.



Student Fi ancial Aid. State policy may determine general conditions

and quell ications for statesupported student financial aid. ,CugsLroversy

concerni g state policy I. usually related to social rather than ed-

ucational policy. This is true, for example, regarding state policy

favori7g low-income or minority applicants over others. A somewhat dif-

ferent issue is presented by conditions on state support which, if not

favoring independent,.private higher education, tend to assure its con-

tinued good health. Alt4ough state supported ing,titutions may object to

state support-for private campuses on a "variety of grounds,-ve are not

aware that thei have considered it unwarranted intervention.

. Although), general conditions on student financial aid are generally

accepted, the attachment of specific conditions may be considered beyond

reasonable state iolicy purposes. In New York, for example, the leg-

islature distributed graduate fellowships among specific institutions over

the objection of the State University of New York, which believed that.

such distribution was a prerogative of the central offices in consultation

vith the institutions (Glenny, et. al., 1975, p. 74).

Instructional Proazramns

Few areas of sUite educational policy are more controversial than that of

the role of state governmentel agencies in the review, approval, mod-

ification, and termination of instructional programs. The major Carnegie

Commission report in the area of state-higher education relations is in-

structive, for it appears to defipe the outer limits of the probleM, but

-is silent concerning the problem itself. The Carnegie Commission recog-1

nized that it 10,113 "appropriate nor the state to exerctne influence and

3
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even control" over "Major nev endeavors" and "Effective use of resourSe

(1971, p. 105). On the other hind, the Commission was equally 'clear

in stating that the "Determination of courses of instruction and the

content of courses"* were within the "essential elements of academic

freedom" which should remain within institutional control (1971, p. 106)

Few, if any, legislators or educators would disagree with these outside

limits. But between the establishment of a medical school at one extreme

and the approval of a course lesson plan at the other, wide areas for

disagreement appear. The problem arises from the essential continuity of

activity relatint single courses to ultimate degrees. In their recent

study of program review by state agencies, Barak and Berdahl note that
bNN.,

the "distinctions between program, major, areas of emphasis, concentration,

option, and apeetilty were frequently vague" (1977, p: 2-2)

c
The state policy purposes t"..%t underlie the establishment of program

review procedures define -- or'should define -- the "program " to be

reviewed and what the criterion for review'should be as well. Barak and

BerdahlA1977) suggest several possible purposes:

O
Program reviev mar be ahay of assuring the state of the quality

of the programs if qualitative factors are built into the reviev

process throughl peer review procedures.

\

Program review can be a way of implementing state policy relating

to efficiency and effectiven ss in a period of tight.budgets if

the review proeess takes acc unt of, budgetary factors.

r,j4
Program review can bc a vay of implementing state policy in the
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distribution of programs am campuses by 'Jringing the state-

vide perspective to the process;

In addition to these,major-purposes, prograi review can serve as a

'way of protecting stUdents -71the consumers -- and as a way of demonstrating

accountability to.the general public. There can be 41ttle doubt but that

state governments have a legitiMate interest in academic programs, but.

as i3arak anti Berdahl point out (1977, p. 1-10):
.

DYet it is perhaps axiomatic that few issues ire more sensitive to

higher education than that of staterle'rel program review and ap-
,

proval. The idea that "outsiders,'" "state bureaucrats," "represent-

atiyea ót a political environment," or even "governinG board staff".
,

might meddlu in institutional academic affairs probably Cranscends

ill of the other administrative and coordinative iiSues relating to

ral
state-wide coordination of higher education.

This report does not discuss this Most sensitive issue of review o

(-academic programs by state htgher education agencies. The issue is one of

vital importance as the currently pending litigation between the State
40

UniVersitrof Ney.York and the state higher education agency in New York
,)

clearly indicates. The issueslare adequately covered by the pending

Barak and Berdahl study. We do specifically concur with their recommend-

ation that academic-program review spould be in the hands of state higher,

education agencie:.; in close cooperation with the inatitutions. In reaching

this cionclUsion, they express the hope that state executive and legislative

agencies wi)1 avoid interfering in the process. We will discuss briefly
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the apparent inroads which the latter might take.

Executive Agencies. Although state higher educe,tion agencies are tech- '1

nically executive agencies in'some states (Arkansas and New Jersey, for

example), the primary staff support for goVernOrs in'most,stittes on

higher educaLlon matters is the state budget office. Although thci major

fo,:us of these budget agencies is on fiscal matters, they enter into more,,

general state policy areas for a number of reasons: 141dget staff gre

being increaiingly recruited from graduate and professional.schools, and

these new'recruits have a personal interest in higher education;,budget

staff are informed concerning institutional structures; and functions.:_are

, "available" for assignmen4-and current budgetary practices do not draw

°a clear line between 4
fiscal" and "substanttve" issues.

44

Despite the executive budget ofTice'i'major role as adviser,to the

governor, we are not aware of state,procedures in which such offices haie

a role in routine program procedures: They are -inore generally conserned,

.44ith reVenkle constraints, productivity issues, and effective use,of

resources than with instructional programs as such. Moreover, most

instructional programs have a low profile in budgeting'because they are

either funded through general formulas or are carried forward frOm year

to year in an unexamined budget base. But unusual or new programs can attract

the attention of state budget staff. li New York, for example, budget

staff sat in with instructors conducting assessments of prlor learning

to review the nature and extent of fscutity effort. In California, the

definition of.off-campus "learning centers" Was-apparently developed by

state budget office in the absence of agreement by the institutions
t-
J 6
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on.a definition. Neither of these instances is "intervention" as the

term would be commonly understood. Both reflect appropriate or nee-
.

essary functions of the state budget office concerned: The prescntation

and defense of the governor's budget require that fnstructional programs

be presented in relatively standard, simple, quantitative terms. Yet

many -- perhups the most critical -- factors in higher education cannot

be quantified:at all. The danger is that inapprOpriate rules or def-.

initions may become!frozen into formal or informal guidelines that would

inhibit,program changes and growth.

A

,

;1,egislative Agericies. State legislatures and legislative agencies are more

likely td be directly concerned wit rogram/review than are governors and,/

. /

s

with the exception of state higher education agencies, executive staff. Ip
?,

INc,

some states -- Was). gtOn, for k ple -- the authority to.approve the

establishment of new decree program& ftn explicit statutOiy responsibility

of the legislature. But explicit autho ity is not needed, for legislative

staff in most states,can be instructed iew most facets of academic

programs.
Yo.

An example ot an attempt to find a balance between legislative.and
\:

instiLutiona1 responsibilities may be derived from Escontretemps in

Wisconsin in'early 1976. Very briefly, legislative audit staff lies con-

ducting a survey of the procedures under which the UniverSity of Wisconsin

system evaluated academic programs. In explaining the purvey to the

governing board of the Winconsin system, Loth the director of the purvey

!pvend rig board meacr3 au,111,1 lir, cir proci,dureti.swtth

NJ 4

Lr
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auditing of program substance and quality. The governing board considered

'that its prerogatives and those.of the University System were being

invaded. Although feathers were unnecessarily ruffled,.the resolution

of the governing board,directing
univer..ity staff not to participate in

the audit is a clear indication of how most institutions would view leg-

islative program.review (Wisconsin Board of Regents, 1976, p. 12):
,

4.

The demand'of the State Auditor for audit of academic offerings and
S.

performance of faculty and other academic staff in the University of

Wisconsin System is 'unprecedented and appears to be contrary to its

statutory authority.° .The proposed actiontrwotild usurp the respective

statutory responsibilities of the faculty and the goard of'Regents.
,

The effeat would be to irreparably injure the University of Wisconsin
4

Syatem and the academic enterprise. Therefore,.the Board of Regents

,respectfully declines to plrmit, and directs the staff not to partic-,

ipate in, the proposed audit.

The...critical "factor which was discussed at length in the verbatim

min,tes of the governing board 1:ras the competency of legislative staff to

evaluate academic program quality. We suggest that if such evaluation

had_been the intent of the legislative Tadetor hen the balance between

state policy and institutional prerogative would have been upset. Our

own experience and that of others (:;ee Eulau & Quinley, pp. 51-65) indicates

that many but certainly not all legislators would agree. On the other

hand, legislative msponsibility for higher education does include the

obligation of assuring that instltuti s have procedures both formally

and in operation for evaluation of pro7gram quality. Colleges and univeisities

5S
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are no more likely to examine their'own effectiveness than is any Other

organization -- less likely than Private businesses, for higher ed-

ucation lacks the compass of a profit and loss statement to shobi when

the course is wrong.

innovative mid Nontraditional Education. State government cap'encourage

Nhigher education institutions to try different instructional approaches
01.

in a varketz of ways.' We doubt Af Many people wOuld question the interest
e

of state government in assuring itself that its institutions are'nOt

falling behind times in ,either technologidal changes or in program sub-
,

stance. A statement of what tight be Considered an extreme view of the

legislatures' obligations,is found in a report ofvthe.Citizens Conference

on State Legislatures (1975, p.

0

IS

At7present, the political power of postsecondary institutions in the

states and the unwillingness orAnability of the legislatures to

challenge the institutions effectively foredlOses legislative fr

)

development of innovative programs... By= means shOuld legislatures

take over the administration of universities and colleges, but.they

should create a climate of responsible decision-making which respects

institutions.] prerogatives while commanding innovative responses.

Vie doubt that many legislatures are powerless to institute change

because of the political strength of the institutions, but, most of all,

we doubt that legislators -- or higher cdur!ntion administrators, for

that pintter w13]. muvh nucveun in commftridIng innowiLivq rf.aponcoq.".
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We a/re uncrir fio illuvions cincernirt, the general reluctance of most

colleges.and uniyernitiec 146.nept new instructional methods or programs.

A recent study 'indicates that new prcirrams are more likely to haveitheir
A

origin in some central authority ti'a.1. like traditional programs, to

arise from spontaneous faculty interost.(Bowen, Edelstein & Medskers 1977,

p. 77). Nevertheless, sla.to policy favoring innovation may bebest

served in ways other than issuing mandates for innovation:

-c,

Allowing institutions sufficient flexibility in operation so that

the econonies, of new procrams'vill remain at the operational

Jowl -- this is the case at man/ private institutions.

o
Directly operating a ne,g ror,ramtthrough a itate,higher education

4
agency ae i the case.with the r.cgents' ,external decree prOgram

in New Xork or extension end cmtinuing education in Colorado

and Oregon..

0
Rewarding innovative eftnrts t?Irough grants and prior funditip, at

is found in numl)er of state:, -- a program operated by the Board

of Richer Educaticn in lUinois is an example.

Research

With the exception uf fqricu1turu..1 rc,--;!rch, st!itc. covercuomtal intcrerit

in scientific inmtication has rcr.i::.Y:y iT:'%intained a lcv profile. The

impressive record of federAl n tIl!a nrea h& cant a shAdov cvcr

substontial estate contributioos. i vniLl(,."L'.u1Tort o: Scientific

Research and Education in Our UniverciLia,"! in 7lcienc magazine is
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best. Hence we must look for other sources of funds to support

52

indicative in mentioning state support only as an alternative to leveling

federal funds (Long, 1969, p. 1036):

However, we must face the fact that, as of now (1969), federal

funds have leveled' off and-gill probably increase only slowly at

our university teaching and researeh programs. Orie such source

is the state-and local governments.
,

The importance of state goyernmental interest and aupport of uhiver-
,

sity research has been obscured by at least two factors: State support

of specific:research interests has generally been, not only small in'

Comparison with similar Pldbral support, but it has almost.always been

concentrated in centers and institutes which are,closely related,to

structional function's. Second,and perhaps more important, state researeh

support has been generally part of overall institutional aupport under

the "instruction" budget item or line. State support has also-been--:--

,regularly, if indirectly, proyided,in the form of reduced instructional

workload for faculty in publicly supborted research iniversities. While

it would be difficult to assess the amount of state support for research

.with accuracy, it has been substantial. Undoubtedly, however, the primary

state interest is perceived as being the teaching and instructional

function. Betz, Kruytbosch, and Stimson guggest that something like

organizational schizoprenia hrts resulted from public univernitiesi main-

tuluing twc., imre4 ( 968, pp. 131-148). One Image In that preacntf'd to

the stato to obtain upproprintinm: and

,rwilauren (p, 143):

In ahrialt$.1.1.41:d hy quariLity"
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Since state appropriations have been regarded as "base" funds

for the'university, the quantity measUre has becoA the predominant,

and more systematically worked out of the two sets of measures.

The student-credit hour is primarily a quantity measure.

The other image is the'one presented to the federal government to

obtain research grants. This image,is one of "quality" (p4 143):

In cdntrast, federal research funds have come to represent

qUality. Of course, research capability 'has denoted quality to

.the academic profession since the Inception of the American

university. Bowever, the concept of scnolarly endeavor has in-

creasing4 come to mean research activity in the framework of

federal funding.

Although schizophrenia may be ah overly severe diagnosis, it.is clear

that public universitieS are troubled by internal contradictions in

funding justifications as well as other aspects of research and graduate

education (Breneman, 1970). We agree with the suggestion of Betz, et. al.,

that the conflict und inconsistency betueen the-two images has become

both more explicit and rore severe in the context of tightening state and

federal budgets.

There appear to be two major aspects of.the increasing or, in some

instances, renewed state intcrest.in research which could lend to controls

and intervention. First, the states art iaterested in how research funds

f

6 2



are being utilized,

supplied by others.

both'those funds supplied by the State and \those

Interest in nederally funded research is inCluded

here, but appears to have more significance fOr financing than for\

research, at least imidiately, and is discussed under that heading\in

subsequent section, .Second, state governments are evincing 'greater

)interest in the possibility that university-research'specialists can

assist them in resolvine,critical policy questions.

9' 'Use oi Research Funds. From Time to time, state agencies have shown

interest in obtaining more a curate information on,.the relationship between

state appropriations and university research activity the lack of

a budgetary "handle" on research has.troubled many a state budget analyst.

To this end, for example, there have been suggestions that a proportionate

amount of the salaries.and instructional budget of research oriented

' campus be.attributed to "research° and budgeted separately from instruction.

We are not aware of state budets which have in fact, attempted this

reallocation as' yet, although formula computations in Kentucky may be a

step in this.direction (Education Commission of the States, .1977, p. 61).

The costing issue will not go away, for higher educatiji institutions

are themselves interested in more precise data as the impact of increasing

costs in virtually all areas is sharpened by growine competition nor

state and federal funno. The Major Research Universities' Task Force of

.the National Center for Higher Edwation Management Systems (=EMS),

example, is exploring a breakdown of faculty activity into ten categories

for

which would discriminate beLween "departmental research" and "separately-

bulvvted runvitrch" (Toppinr, J976). revfned claasiricatlim
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of programs by NCHEMS extends the scope of "researcfi" to include

departmental research (Collier, 1976, p. 15). At least one major dif-

ficulty Perceived by the universities' is that costing informatibl and -

,

programs which they develop for their own purposes will be used --

perhaps misused -- by state agerwies for their purposes. Even if'nOt

mdsused, separate budgeting for the instructional and the research !unctions

vould undoubtedly put research funding in a perilous position, for the

separate budget "line" would present an obvious target for reduction in

the give and take budgetary negotiations.. This appeared to be the case,

during reeent fiscal crises lp. New 42-m.(8m/en t Glenny, 1976, p. 181).

In at least.one instance, state interest ex 'ends beyond the use,of-,.

state funds aud into the use of external funds and the relationship of

the latter .is perceived stat( goals.. A newspaper repoyts (Lattin, 1977):

University of California researchers who have developed most

everything from the square tomato to the neutron bomb -- are the

target of a far-reaching investigation by teams of state and

federal auditors... Some state legislators are asking hard questions

about wto benefits from products of these tax-supported studies.

The concern is whether university research is aiding private in-

dustry at the expense of social goals, such es full employment and

a clean-environment.

Legislative interest 4pears to have been aroused'largely by hearings

concerning occupational illnesses of farm workers caused by pesticides and

by recurring concern that small farmerqd farmworkers are being displaced



by autonomated agricultural machinery. The,legislators are reported to

.have indicatedthat they do not intend to direct univ

policy, but one senator also stated that although.the

autonomy might be protected by the state constitution

could be influenced through the budget.

rsity' research

university'a

university policr

A

The issues raised by possible state control over the direction and

.nature of research are beyond the scope of this paper, although, in

. general; the issues are similar to those relating to federal and local

efforts to control genetic research related to recombinant DNA or, as a

second examp, to protect the human subjects'of research. Not only_will

state controls vary across states, but they ar likely to be more stringent

than federal regulations as they build on the federal base.

Research and State Public

states are concern d with

Policy Issues. In a more positiv fash

public policy issues, and believe that

ion,

university

research resourdes c assist in resolving these. Probably every,state

university has a histrrf,of sporadic, usually informal, consultation and

discussion with state officials and agencies. As demands increase on

state governments to resolve complex issues of the environment, energy, and

natural resources, legislators ask for more formal and sustained as-.

sistance from higher education institutions. The problem relates to the

public service functions of the university, but also holdi clear implications

for the research function.

In 1976, the California legislature considered a proposal for the

establishment of a."Public Policy Reuearch Foundation," and purts of the
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introduction to the bill indicate the research concerns (Californ a

Legislature, 1976):

The Legiilature annually appropriates over $110 million to

the University of.California for research; the University has

not substanticited that this investment of stateviollars yields
A4s,_

substantial benefits in providing usefUl knowledge for public
9

policymakers...

There should be experimentation with alteraai.ilfe methods of

financing research within the University ot California to increase

the availability and quality of policy research;.exploration of

alternative methods of financing research should be iccomplished

primarily through reallocation of state appropriations.

2*.

When one faculty member'learned of the proposal, he complained that

the legislature was trying to get him to change his professional career

plan in its entirety, His concern, we inferred, was that he would be

either required or encouraged tb sacrifice his continuing, long-term,

theoretical Interests to a series of short-term searches, for quick adndn-
,

istrntive volutions to problems of the state bureaucracy. His concern

may have been overdrawn, but it was nevertheless real. If the research

capacities of a university are fully employed, something must give way

if additional tanks are demanded. An attempt to resolve this problem

in California is disemosed in the following and closely related section

on the public service function of higlier education.

4;61
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Public Service

Of the three traditional functions of higher education, public service

in the most difficUlt to define Crith,precision. ln general, public

service includes acti*itles that are beneficial to groups external

the institution (NACUDO, 1974, p. 8):

These activities inelude community service programs... and

cooperative extension services. Included in this category are

conferences, institutes, general advisory servcces, reference,

bureaus, radio' and .television, consulting, and similar noninstructional

services tb-particular sectcrs of the,community.

In the previous section on research we noted the greater interest

shown than in the past by state governments in increasing the extent of

consultation between universities,and state agencies. Ttiore seems,little

doubt that such an increasing contact will take place in many states, and

the issue betbkes one of recognitibn by state agencies thnt the con-
-

sultation is not without cost. Few institutions or professori would object

to a faAllty ilkmber spending a.few days in the state capitol discussing,

say, current technological and roductivity issues in the coal indus&y.

Most might object, on the other hand, if the discussion required six

months research, a detailed written report, and a defense or presentation

of the report at legislative hecixings. Payment for the time and expense:.

' incurred would ease objections somewhat, but not entirely, for several

important questions are, raised in addition to cost:

Does the university have the specialized.capacity to provie.: the
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.advice which the state sets? This mightlinclude facilities
S.

and'equiprent as well as individual talents.

o
Is the specialized.capacity Svailsb1 within the time frame

contemplated by the legislature or other agency concerned?

This question requires attention to both the instriuctional and

research requirementi of the individual faculty researchers.

4:

O
Does the inquiry require research -- eitherbasic or'Applied

u

that'is within the prOvince of the university? Or is it essentially

testing 07 surv4:activity that might not be consistent with the
f

primary missions of the institution?'

81

o
Would responding to.the inquiry'be consiStent with institutional

1

_and departréntal academic plans?

An attempt to meet state needs in this area without Sacrifice of

university independence illustrated by the calIfornia Policy Seminar;

a two-year program of the University of California. Chaired by the

University President, the Seminar conaista of six faculty members, the

Speakc i. of thelAssembly, the Pr ident Pro Tempore of the Senate, two

other legislatOra,from each h use, and two gubernatorial appointees.% In

1967, the-Semini,r commissioted 11 papers on California public policy

issuf,s from proposals su tted by interested facu. With these papers

am background, the S inar plans to sponsor research by providing faculty

with re1eas6d time, summer compensation, and graduate student assistance:



It is anticipated that ti,e research will be publilthed. As part of their

)

responsibilities, the faculty researchers will be required to maintain

contact with the state governmental officers who are actively involved`

in the policy area (Guirunins, 1977).

A second issue posed in the public service area relates to the

growing tendency for legislatures to increape the educational qualifications

of professional and subproqssionil practitioners in a wide variety of

fields. Generally, these requirements are imposed as,conditions.on,state.

licensing or relicensing. 'An :xample is furnished by 1974 legislation in

Virginia relating to real estate salesmen and brokers (Citizens.Conferenee,

1975 pp. 60-61):

.

As of July,l, 1975, every,applicant to the VirginialtuterEstate

Commisiion tor an initial license as.l. real.estate salesman shall

have completed a course in the principles of real estate, such

course to carry academic credit of at teast three semiiter hours or

six 40arter hours (but not less than 45 classroom hours in either
.

.case). Ihe course,shall be one at an accredited univefsity, College,
,

.
.

,community college, Onschoo., or-an eq valent coursd approved i-..,
.

thp commission.

As. c.:* 1; .1975, 'dvery applicant to the Virginia lieal Estate
Commission for an, initial lipense as a real estate broker shall have

completed.courses in real estaAapproved by the commission..

estate bokerage, real estate finance, real.estate'appraisal, real

et.ate law and related'subjects.



As is the case with much legislation of this nature the bill was

,examined by legislative committees concerned with the maj r substantive

area involved, real estate in this instance, not by the ueatioa commit-

tees. The study in which.this exa7le was reported specu ates, correetlY

we believe, that even though the legAslation was not rev ewed by the

state higher education agency, the legislative education committees,.or.

the leilslative fiscal committees, fill might well be f ed with instit-

utional requests for funds to support new, legislativ ly imposed instruction-

al requiremedts.

This legislation illustrates what might bf/ca led the broader problem

lof unintended consequences of legislation. Alth ugh the size of state

government has not yet approached that Of the f deral establishment, most

states have offices that are.either sufficientl large or sufficiently

frxmented y jurisdictional boundaries so that all major implications of

proposed legislation cannot be explored. This is.particularly troublesome

for universities' whose'activities and functions are extremely diverse.

It is not enough that state legislatures may be averse to intruding on

university prerogatives; colleges and universities must have the organ-

izational capacity to be vigilant against.unintentional intervention.
41

Financing apd

If control over tcademic programs is the most controversiai a.ea in the

relationship between institutions and state higher edLuttion agencies,

budgsting and fiAancing hold a similurlytprominant positicin in the

'relations between institutions and state governors, legislatcp-s, and thPir

respective staffs. Although budgeting is one activity which is curried OD
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by ali'atates, the forms and procedures vary widely. The diversity o

procedures and attitudes are described and discussed ih the reports

our earl- r budgetin.g studi (See,Particularly: Glenny, et. al., 1975

Glenny, 1976; Schmidtlein & Glenny, 1976; Purves & Glenny, 1976). /For

purposes of this exploration of state intervention, three aspects/of '

state budgeting appear relevant:

o Procedural mitters. The budgetary procedures themsleves\may in-

fluence'state intervention to the extent that they incorp9rate

formulas, hearings, reports,/and systematically collected n-

1

formation.

A

o \

Substantive matters. The fiscal matters inherent-in the budget

process may influence intervention in the extent-to which par-

ticular expenditures are detailed ahd in the extent to which 1

funds other than state general revenue funds are appropriated'.

O
Educational policy: In some sthtes policy direction which is

only peripherally related to fiscal matterc finds its way into

budget bills and a cillary budget documents.

The state budgetary process is undoubtedly the major means by which

state policy is conveyed to the'institutions by state agencies. John

Folger of the Education Commission of the% States has reminded us in bor-

rcL;pondenee that the level of expenditures (not discussed in this paper)

may have as much or more to do with "functional autonomy') than do the

cr,qt variety of rules and regulqtiQnn relating 'to the expenditure uf funda.
\\

71
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We obviously cannot discuss all or eve- a subst tial fraction of the

instaaces.in which these procedureS have -been c nsidered unjustified

intervention into institutional affairs. We 4o believe, however, that

most of these instances could be located,ifi lone of three

1

above which orranize the discussion in thin section of the paper.

budgetary Frocedural Matters. The distinction.between procedure and

substance is no more exact in budgetary.theory and practice than in other

areas of human activity. The manner of developing a.budget.undoubtedly

tells something about the detail in which'expenditures will be controlled.

Althougi it is difficat to be certain.about the impact,'it does seem,

for ex4rnple, that the more recent attempts to substitute program budgeting

procedures or zero-based procedures for line-item budgets,have had the

effect of involving Ole state in matters which had been generally considered

the internal affairs of the institutions. Nevertheless, we believe that

the procedures have independent significance. For example, formal budget

documents may.be silent on matters of importance settled informally during

legislative hearings. There are five primarily procedural areas-discussed

here: formula budgeting, special studies, legislative hearings, information,

and savidrs.

Formula5. In virtually every state, governmental ar,encies ime formulas

or guidelines to allocate funds to colleges and universitles. In some instances,

at least on the surface, these-may be somewhat gross rules-of-thumbl

stud('nt/faculty rai,ios usel in most states are an example. In other in-

staneosf formu)al; may be/extraordinarily comptlex, as in Texas where they
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have.been used to the apparent satisraction of both the institutions and

the state for.many years. In both instances, formulas serve three major

purposes: They assure the state and institutions of the adequacy of the

level of funding;.they.provide similar assurance regarding the distribution

of available funds among the public institutions; and finally, formula

computations, even the most complex, substantially simplify the review of

institutional requests for funds.

The difficulty which institutions experience with formulas in many

states -- perhaps at one time Or another in almost all states -- is the

increasing tendency for state legislative agencies to view 'formulas as

operational plans for.expenditure rather than as measures for-fund ac-

quisition. We are advised that this improper use of formulas is causing

difficulty at the present time in the Minnesota Stale University System.

The problem here is not 40'4 one of' level of detail but one of concept.

.Formulas relate to fund acquisition .and concern relationships among

projections of student enrollulent, faculty\nuMbers, and instructional

programs. Expenditure plans deal with reality --: with actual students,

actual faculty, end actual programs as'it exists a year or more after,

formula comPutations.were made.

Institutions are not blameless in this difficulty with formulas.. Some

do not maintain records which wobld permit post-audit of funds, and state

agencies then have recourse to formulas th6 only record. Moreover,

thc longer thAt formulal; are u:;ed for aequioitinn, the more likely it is

Vint 11010(01s 1ffil (I"Pill1.1111'0.11 titid ()1.)1(./. h Lrrnil I tintill topnrI vti WI I 1 Iiiqui 1.1

7f.1
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vested interests in their continuance. Internal pressures as yell air

external misconception can cause formula use to limit fiscal flexibity.

Hearings. The .extent to whith the legislature requires or allows

oral,presentation of budgelfrequests varies substaatially among states.

Extensive hearings can increase mutual understanding, but the give and

take Of discussion also has its detriments. In particular it is difficult

to keep the discussion within the bounds of the budgetary issues. These

hearings offer an opportunity for legislatile direction that,may have

little to do with the budgetary issue uncle.- discussion. In some sltates

Wisconsin is an example -- students and faculty present their own part-

icular requests it legislative hearings. Few of these are recognized, but

some are and find their way into language in the higher education budget.

Special Studies. Earlier in this paper we commenteI on the tendency of

governors to use exectuive budget staff as general admin strative staff in-

eXamining educational policy issues. Legislative.staff and audit agencies-

are similarly used by legislators. The issile-is-not whether the'state

government should have inforytion or make studies, but rather whether these

studies should be undertakehin the context -- the extremely/threatening

context -- of state budgeting. The Data Digest (Cltnny et al., 1915)

revealed that each of the state revtewing agencies reported:using special

studies more often than any other analytical tool in revewing the operating

budgets of institutions. The budreting study found that while every agency

carried out several such studies, these studies were not coordinated among

the agvncies. Institutions- had to respond to many different.requests for

somewhat different data apd information but often in different formats or
7(1
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different aggregations.' The loss of time and resources by colleges and

uniyersities appeared to be considerable, and.to many of their leaders

as a waste of precious" human resources. Furthers-the 50-state survey

revealed that although the studies were made primarily for budget.purposes,

in.general the.results had very little effect on the budget recommendation

I

of the particular agency. The.fact of making the study, Ai' shaping the

institutional

resulte in a

Aden fied in

reporting system, and of raising questions about practice

type of pernicious intervention in program areas not easily

its particulars.

Information and Information systems, addition to special udich

of current issues, many states arc establishing management informat:on

systems to generate extensive ()mounts of quantitative data on a rouLinc

basis. The major problem with such systems

the design in the view 4( the probable use.

is in the appropriateness of

We have commented elsewhere

on the dubrous value-of using.a single information system for purposes

both of budgeting and academic planning (Purves & Glennys 1976):

In the budget request process, there is not only a significant dif-

ference in the characteristic's of information requied for the
.

two different functions of contr61 and ploying, but al'So a tendency

for state agencies to concentrate on one function to th,/exclusion of

the other. At the same time, those who support more planning at-

tempt to impress it on the routines of the budget process by in-

cluding data that relate to educational outcomes and other program

and policy conciderations. Unta'for the planning process and the

analysis that might prove uneful tend not to be routine, however,
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and these therefore come into direct conflict with the rigidity,

tight time schedule information formats, and shallow detail of the

budget process. (p. 171)

There is an Intimate relationship among the aecuracy,of information,

its timeliness, and the level of detail at which it, is aggregated. Each.

state has partieular'Structures of governance and coordinatiom which mesh

with its budgetary Processes.tokuutline a probably unique information

system. In general, state agencies should be wary of collecting more

information than they need or .can use. The temptation is to gather

everything that is avaliable for good.intentions and bad ones. The director

of one state higher education agency may well have lost the confidence

of other state agencies because.of his honest belief that he nehded all of

the information that the institutions had in order to perfom his co-

ordiritive role. On the othcr hand, we are aware of a state budget

examiner who used computer print-outs only as a footstool in his office.

His excuse for collecting the information was that it "kept the campus on

their toes." I/
/

Compliance costs in.responding to requests for information are great.

Despit,! great technological advances in data handling, our own experience

tizat a great deal of informatiOn is still collected and analyzedindicates

manually.

the state

agencies

Moreover, the existence of extensively detailed information at

levea provides an almost irrestible temptation for the state

to make decisions at the same level of detail.
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Emingl. A distinct problem of public.institutions is brought

:about by the general rule that unexpended state general fund appropriations

lapse at the end of a budget year and revert to the state treasnry.

While on leave at.a private university, a professor from a.state supported
.

campus was surprised to find the departmental secretary rationing typewriter

paper by the sheet so that the department could save money to purchase

laboratory equipment not otherwise available, This form of economy'Would

have redounded to the benefit of the state rather than the department

in most public institutions. Automatic reversion of unexpended state fundb

is, perhaps, a somewhat attenuated form of intervention into university

affairC, but it is real in its'impact on fiscal flexibiajty and on the

incentives for economy and.greater effectiveness at the operational levels.--

Moreover, 'some states 'anticipate the amount of budgetary-savings f6r the

incoming budget period'and deduct all or part of.the.estimated amount from

the actual appr4riation to the -institution. Clearly, thie; roduce:i both

flexibility in management of resources in the face of chancing circumstances

and creates conditions discouraging the institution from making savings of

any type.

Budtcal.j.lubstantive MatterS:': The touchstone of balance is never pore

apparent than in dealing with issues that are both legitimate budgetary ones

and at the same tme clea44ly issues of academic responsibility. Three

Euch nrcas which p ovide examples arc faculty salaries, credit hour.or

cosL computations t.qa the quefition of state legis]Rtive appropriation or
0

othcr th4n st44tc fundui,



Faculty Salaries. The Carnegie Commission (1973, p. 26) suggests

that public cOntrol includes setting the general Aevel,of salaries, telt

that the determination of specific salaries is an attribute of instit-

utional independence. Although at.one time the legislature in North

Carolina did set the salaries of individual, senior administrative staff

at the campuses the practice was discontinued. We are-not aware of

current examples of legislative setting of individual salaries. A com-

monly exercised control, however, is legislative specification of the use
% \

\

or distribution of saAry furds which are appropriated. Joseph Kauffman

quotes a new campus chiet executive who found state intervention troUble-

some in this area, and the reference to diversity of controls across states

should be noted. (Kauffman, 1977, p. 151;):

... He noted, font example, that the legislature had voted a fu.culty

salary distribution.which did not permit a merit principle and did

not give discretionary authority to the institution... Ceilings on

faculty salaries were set by the state, and the university found it

necessary to supplement senior faculty salaries with privately

ra#ved funds. The new chancallor.had substantial experience in a

major public university in a nearby state but was unprepared for

thv differences he encountered. _

Legislative requirements that 'cost-of-living" salary increments bc

distributed across-the board are an obvious response to the spiral of

inflation, but the response night well be left to the discretion of the

7
gove ing hoards. The vagaries of state policy are illustrated in the

";""Cr)

;
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issues surrounding merit salary increases: As the legislatures appear to

be reducing or even eliminating the discretion of the governinL boards

in higher education, they are attempting to encouraee and require

merit tonsiderations in the setting of the salaries pf elemrtary-and

secondary school teachers.

Credit Hours and Costs. A student,credlt hour i "the instructiona;

unit for expressing quantitatively the time required for satisfactory

mastery of a.course of one class hour per week per term" (Hefferman,

1973, 1) 65), Credit hours are, in one form ar.another, thc currency

of the higher.educational realm. They measure both'quantity and quality,

and apply to the full range of higher education offerings. Everyone

criticizes them and almoct everyone uses them.

Here again, the question of state intervention is one of the deeree

of detail or exactness which is attributed to a useful but imperfect

Q

measure. The title of an article reviewing.uses of quantitat've data
.

based on credit hour computations is sufficient in itself to indicate the

healthy skepticism of academics to detailed governmental use: "Proved

'at Last: One Physics 4jor Equals 1.31k Chemistry Major or 1.66 Economics

Major" (Hyde, 1974, p. 286). Unintentional humor appears aS administrative

attemp ts to quantify the higher education enterprise reach animal care:

One mouse equivalent unit requires 0,125 square feet of space and

0.0004167 FTE staff. Total cost of maintaining One MEU ranges

from1 to 1.5 cents per day depending on`the effiCiency .of th

physical facilities, lu'oor costs, etc., and on the fiscal and

hanagement



Except for tht,

state agencies in determining need for additional faculty members (or a

reduction) nor an institution is the number of student credit-hours _

taught. Particular numbers are%saaumsA,for each level of instrueiion

(e.g., 500 per faculty FTE at iinrergraduate, 260 at master's and 80 at

11

simple student/faculty ratio, the most used method of

doctoral level).. The number of student credit hours-are then estimated

for each level and the number of faculty members determined and then

budgeted at the average salary for the institution. Just as no firm

conclusions have been reached about the effectiveness of instruction 8C-
,

cordi6g'to class *size, so it is with the number of student credit hours

that a faculty member can be. expected to teach. The state agency can

inch the'number up each budget cyele almodt withouc, the knowledge of the'

faculty members, actually involved and clan claim that no procif exists that

the increase is inimical to educational quality.

Other thnn State Funds. Public colleges and universities may recelve

funds from several sources other than State general fund appropriations.

Enclowmcnt incor,v, tuition and fees, income from anbillary enterprises, and

externally fun6ed research and other prOgram support are the most common

examples. State budget processes have long accounted for at least an

assumed level of such outside support, and, of course, in some states

income such as tuition or reimbursement for the indirect costs o{ federal

grants is paid directly to the state general fund. In some instances,

state appropriation bills have referred to extv!rnal funds in relatively

simple, nonrestrictive lnrwuage in order to authoriie,institutional

expenditures.
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The current issue in this area is raised by attempts of several

state legislatures to gain control over federal funds destined for st,te

agencies. The federtil Advisory Commission on Intergovernlental relations

recognized the ibsue at one of general. concern a d made recoraendations

and proposed model legislation early in 1977 (tdvicory

1977), and earlier issued a bulletin outlinirg the,history and rationale

behind the recommendation (Advisory Commiss on..., 1976). The interest

of the state legislatures in the expendit e of federal funds SeeMs clear,
1

1

for federal funds acapunt for more than 20 percent of the total budgets

in some states according to the Advisory Commission: Although the model

lair in its definition of state agencies to which it should apply suagests

that application to collevs and.universitier; is optional, it does not

appear that any state yhich has considered tne law has exempted higher

education from its provisions (McNamara, 1977, p. 46).

Institutional opponents to the proposal cite endless delnys and red

tape, subversion of the rights of Congress, 1ike1ihood of reduction of

state furviing, possible discri'mination against minorities or others not

firtaing favor with state. legiislators, and state legislative meddling with

research funding (Mallan, 1976). Additional difficulties are foreseen in-

the eeshing of state and federal deadlines for student financial aid and

research grant proposals.

The iz..sues are complex, and Yennsylvania litigation-of legislation

similar to the model.bill may to to the United states Supreme Court.

We surgest that in.this area as in so many others where state intervention
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is possible, the issue is not the legal tight of the state to act, but

the. extent to

./

value/to the
..

/
aumid power"

which it exercises the right. Diversity of support is of

institutions as it "militates against concentration.; o

(Carnegie Commission, 1971, p. 10811. This 1sthe moSt.valid

argument against extensive state interference with flew of federal

funds to the institutions, but it is not an,argumentthat many
/

legislators would particularly like to hear.

state

,\

Educational Policy Matters.. We noted earlier.the action of th New York

state legislature in taking the distribution of graduate fell() ships out

of the hand of the state University. At least, the fellOwshipslwere a
.

budgetary isSue even though the distribution of them was not intended to

be.' In other states the budget prOcess is also used.as a forum for tile

7 expression of leg/islative intent or opinion on matters of educational
.1

policy. In Califorhlia, language in the report of the Joint Legislative

'Conference Committee which accompanies the budgetbill does not have/the

force of law, but is very rarely ignored. In'the 1974-75 report, the

legislative committee mandated all bilt the millor administrative details

of affirmative action programs at the four-year colleges and universities

in California. Not on1y did the language specily job qualifications,and

respoasibilitiv:;, hut, directed the establishment of advisory committees and

performance of specific' studies (Lee & Bowen, 1975, p. 75). The number

1

of such recommendations appears to. hnve increased substantially:over the

pant ten years.

The detail of thie California exnmpTe is at one extreme., TUe goner-

./
ality of kgislaUve budgetary lan&av,e in Florida is at another

91)
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it&

It is the intent of the legislature that tHe.order of piLiorly for

providing resources.for programs of th4tate Universit' System

shall be,as follows:

1- Upper level undergraquate

2. Lower level.graduat6

3. Masters level graduate
A

Doctoral level graduate

5. All 5emaining progrrrth
/o

It is.further the intent of the legislature that, adequate resources

shall be.provided to insure high quality ifi each program beginniC;

with the first priol-Ity program-and pioceeding through each noxt

highest priority program to the'extent that resources are available.'

In additional language, the StatE University System of Florida vas

directed to allochte resources in adcordance with the priorities.

,

..'

State legislatures ha J the right and probably the obligation to
1

ii

interest in the details of affirmative action progums as in California,
lk4 . c

and in the broad priorities of public colleges, as in Floridn. Institutions

object less to the.interef'.1, Lhat it.. expressed than the m3nner and form.

,
ileithc,r budget bills %or supplemental conference committee rPiZrLs lend,

themsels to the subtle dcriminations that are required in hirher ed-
.

'ucrttion uv(rnance. Do all campuses require the same affirmative action

advisory comittees in.C4.1ifornia? Is doctoral level graduate edu!ation

Ii

S '3
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really intended,to be the fourth priority aj the major public research

univemity in Florida? These are the k'nd of questions which should be

answered in procedures for planning and policy analysis./ They are not

questions that are answered once and for all during an annual or bien11ial

budget cycle" Each state must determine for itself'precisely what forum

would be mitt appropriate, but whittever it might be, it should be one

whilch allowu and encourages:the full papticipation of the institutions,

thc executive office, and the public.

,

ceount'abilitv

kvariety of mninr,s can be attachpd to the term, "accountability", and

-

these have been explored at 'length by 1:1ortimer (1972). Institutions and.

faculty mcmhers are legally and professi-,;.. ..esponsible to a wifLe

variety of :w4ernal and external constituenc. -- so many, in fact tbat

the en:erprie might easily be frozen in place by diverf,(nt demands and

Ixpectation.. Thai it is not so frozen is attributable to'the continuing

good scm,e and oodwilUof the state and institUtional off!cory, and ad7

mlui!,trators char&-d with meeting the"recll issue" as Mortimer defines

(p. ;;13):

Mr.: real issue, with respect to ipstituruil autonmv and accountability

is not whether there will be jntervention by the state but whet4er

toe inevitable ,temanns'for inere.sed accountability will be confined

to tho proper topic alid expressed through.a mdfhanism sensitive to
..," .

loth publit and institutional' interests. A profer balance fr difficult,
,,

... .

tc, derne and i', will chanre over time.
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In effect, Mortimer trenta the topic of "accountability" as, one

embracing almbst all the types of intervention discussed in thin present

paper, KO for his expository purposes, the broad, shotgun approach was,

appropriate. In practice, however, a more restricted frame of reference

for discussing and enforcing accountability\is required. In the absence.

of ágreement specifying a limited frame of reference-for discussingand

enforcing accoUntability is required. In the absence of agreement

specifyirg a limited frame of reference, institutions can, as Donald

smith has saggested to us, become pawns in the inev table competition

among state-executive and legislative officers and gniceri. ,I3ecause

6 .f*e are many interested state agencies and because their personnel

and priorities change rapidly, obtaining and maintaining such agreements

'can be extremely

/

d'fficult. But if the tusk does not receive constant

attention, insti t'Atonal administrators will be unable to perform nec-

\.

ensarY govern ng taks simply because their time is fully occupied with

responding,to external demands for information and analyses.

Our discuSsion of accountability here is limited to the bunne

nonacademicainess", or "procedural" problems that tend to he

of

distinruished from substantive academic prorrnm mntters. information

and information systems are rtl:lp discussed.to the extent that they are

relevant to procedural controls.

study vf coordination, lerdahl surrested that most state

procedurnl controls "nre more a hindrnnce to rood manarement and rood

higher education than a nece-,nar safemuard of the piplic interest,

(35 0
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that such controls did not threaten the esstrial ingredients of in-

/ stitutional autonomy, and he concluded that 'hese could be eliminated1

from his categorization of the "various typespf atate interventions

"in higher education" (1971, p. 10). Citing the many other 4dies in

which procedural controls had been a major. theme Berdahl concluded

.that his own study might be more profitably concentrated on matters of

import to substantive autonomy -- i.e., planning, Program review, and

budgeting. His reasons were excellent, and his conclu#ion sound. But

we believe that the inclusion of procedural controlOn a study of

/
state intervention poses a question which shoUld be/addressed anew

time a proposal for such a study is mad .

each

The major argument against addressing procedural controls is less

.that they have been studied before, but rather that there has been so little

impact resulting from the earlier studies. Berdahl notes and approves

the arguments for giving managerial freedom to institutions, and then,

comments on what/he seems to suggest is the wrongheadedness of state

officials who/Continue to impose rocedural controls (1971, p. 11):.

Yet our research team found many legislators ynd some governors

who were very reluctant to exempt higher education fror the state

procedural controls which normally accompany the expenditure of

public funds; e.;%., line-item toidgets with tight controlover trans-

fers from one item to another; pre-audits of -authorized expenditures,

sometimes for propriety, as well an for legality; central controls

over all academic persdnnel; central controls over capital out-

I ay programs , nomet Imes incluli tigt.clesi ; central purchroing of
.5()I
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sulTlies and equipment; and central controls over various ad-

inistrative routines such as approval of out-of-state travel.

,
,

Whether wronrheaaed or not, these state offiCials are, goine, to

continue to pui4:Aie obviouck and time-proven avenues of issurirw themselves
I

that public funds. are spept for authorized purposes. From the point of

view of sound/business pactice or organizational theory, the slight
. k

I

7,

\possibility of mismanagement Osiorably should, plve way to the greater
-1-----

I -

d
-* :

effectiveness of-a relatively autonomous campus. Rarely, however, do

state executives and legislative agencies perceive the balance in this

fashion.

1

At the present-time, there are at leant two reaaons why ntate pro-
.

: /

cedural controls which.are imposed to aCh-te-Ter61:Zi-liZilitli mieht well
1

be examined, even thou7h the controls night appear to be beyond the
at

reach of external recOmmendations. The first is one which Berdahl menticms

almost in jest -- that is, the possibility that the "full panoply of

controls" might be "applied with incredible heavY handednese (1971, rn.

11-12). -We do not apprehend that apy one state arency will apply such

controls in Such a far;hion, but we are concerned aboUt the aggregnted

impact Of controls imposed 1)y numerous federai and state amncies. An yet,

there does not V,2eM to be an itccumilation of procedural straws that

would the back.of the camel

sibility.of on additional:straw n

perdom wrote only six years R O.

or substontive antonomv, hut the pos-
1\

umsyreater in 1977 t1),on it did when -

\
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The second reason why state cOntrolsin the business or procedural

areas m4ht be considered for inclUsion,in a new study is the heavy

reliance of most such controls on quantitative data and statewide\information.

,syStems. Problems of accountability have multirlied as reliance c) the
1

mindless exnctitud,, of the computer hcil increased. Diffeient definitions

for different purposes or different arencies are often the result of

thourttlessness and inadvertnnce, but they can be expensiveto institutions.

They cnn be embarassing nisi), as in Ninnesota, for example, where mis-

interpretation of data resulted in accusations of dishonesty.

EXploration of the 'incidents of state intervention related to pro-

cedural or business controls will.not, in all probability, result in the

total elimination of'such eontrolS. But a valuable purpose mirht never

theless be terva by such explormt1on75f it called attention to the

nprrcration or accumlation of stnte -- And federnl -- requirements end the

impnct which these have on institutioncl ond state information systeva.

'Nov,

^

4c.
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CONCLUSION

It in our conclusion that a study of the changing relationships between

government and higher educ6tion nhould, to the extent feasi0e, eneomPass

attention to both.fedcral and state governmental agencies. In some

instances, it would seem to be virtually-imposaible to Uhdprniand fully

the impact of federa programs without copaideration of related state

programs. The area'of student financial aid is clearly one such arca

as Richard Millard has indicated (Smith & Kent, eds., 1977., p. 3):

An evolutionary proceps hnn been ming on, and our mnlor concern

should be to keep It moVihr,'with the end product being an effective

1 delivery system which 113Ci1 (Pederal) LMC as the basls, with Lhc

stute prorrams building on it.to meet various kinds of student need,

and with institutional programs,filling in the raps.
1

In this rerard, one notes.that the College Entrance ExaminntIon Board in

currently undertnking ft study entitled, "Student Assistance: Ftdernl/:Itate..

Interaction."

Although imnorthnt, theinteraction of ntate and federal regulation

As.lels critical to hirher education thnn is the perwmive continuous

control exercised by the states ns part of their resnonnibility for higher

education: In thin phper, we have lirted the major typen'of control

exercled by the states. No one ntnte, ao far nn we know, exerai\vn all
4'

nuch control, but ench control I; exeroined by at leant oni.' r;tate.

The orcurance of nu anparently\-uniau form of intervention 1:: a PIngle

ntntc nhoul d bt anne:;3ed n!1 au i!,!Lt (Aber stnte!; WI follow

S!)
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suit. The states are highly diverse in their executive and legislative

governing structures and in the governance and'coordination of higher

education, nevertheiess, the colleges and universities themselves are

similar across states and proced res for regulating them can generally

be.transferred quickly- from one state to another. Regional and national

meetings of state chief executives, of legislators, state budget officers

legislative analysts and state higher education coordinators are in-
.

creasingly active places for presentation of papers ancltht exChange of

inl'ormation on means for making higher education more accountable.

Although state controls and regulation of higher education instit-

utions is n growinv problem, the diversity of the stntts makes it extrenely

difficult to dis'eern 'the directions of such growth. We knowAhat
1/

legislative staffs arc increasing7in size and numbers as are the subjects

of their concern. LegislativeAuditiug of promgrar-, which is a relatively

new phenomenon, already existS in many states. State legislators also

seek control over federal funds by renppropriating then, but there is

-little indicatiou of what.changes such control, if achieved, might bring

to college and universit activity.

We believe it feasible and dusirnio:! to attempt A survey of current

state eontrols over ibtititutions of hinher eduention, The nurvey could

cover only n frw stRttn Lemnse extewlive personal intervievs and an

elaborat! review of dOeunents would nr: required. Questionnaire data

, would Le difficult to obtRin and even more diffieWt tolnternret because

ot the divero.ty of the titatm It would probably n6t, be feasible to
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surVey more than four or five states in depth for the survey should be,

we believe, an open-ended probe of the.impacts of state intervention.

dministrators, faculty, and even students in. several representative

titutions should be asked about the extent to which their particular

act vitie!: are tnfluenced by state laws, regulations, or funding guidelines.

As istinct from an investigation of the impact of federal regulations

the eginning pOint of, a study of state intervention is not with the

regu ation, but rather with the perceived impact, The number of rules

ahd rPculations which might result in intervention arc far too numerous for

an e austive review and analysis. Intervention does not take place

beCaus of the existence of a rule, but because of its interpretation and

enforce ent. For many years, a New York-state guideline required that

no more than 60 percent of the facUlty at a State University of New York

campus sh uld be in the upper two rankn. Few faculty members knew the

guideline xisted. The establishment of a limit of 66 perermlt in 3277

oppgyed mor libeTal, but a storm of opposition arose, for the new rule

was to be enf reed.- It.ws clearly seen by the facu3ty to be a new um-
.

wanted intervertion. (SUNY Buffalo Reporter; l077).

.1.t is not witlin Our charge to develop a research dosign, and we

sur,ust thvt doing so will bel a formidable task. At minimwn, however,

such a survey shoul attemiA to answer five critical questions:

What are-the\ sy;ecific impacts of state lawn, regulations, and

, naim riodol I Toil; 0

content?

inntructioll nnd r,,nc.nrch activiticr rind

9
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o What are the reinforcing and conflicting relationships between

state controls and federal controls?

o To whnt exiPnt are colleres and universities subject to duplica-

tive, overinpping, or conylicting regulations imposed by different

stnte apencies? by state hnd federal Agencies?

o To what extent are the impacts of state.regulation peree ved to

0

be similar across the states in the survey?

Whatinfcrences can be drawn from the nature and extent of the

'impact of state regulationS about the objectives of 'state inter-

vention? the probable directions and lipits of intervention?

The final selection of states in which colleres nnd universities should

he surveyed would be rade nfter completion of a detailed research design.

Pepend4nr on specific rescarch questions for example, the states selected,

might have similar mechanisms for statewide coordination of higher ed.!

udation or quite different ones. Assuming, however, that the research

qu^stionn did not dictate otherwise, the states to be surmyed should prou

ably include California, Colorado, New York, Illinois, Wisconsin or North

Cnrolina, Michiprtn, and Florida, for:

° New York nnd Illinoin have snbstnntinl proprams of direct aid to

independmt institntionn.

Q 0
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° Michigan is a state In which the constiutional autonomy of the

collereo and universities has been zealously guarded by

(

o California, New York and Illinois tend to be bellwvLthcr states

because of their size.

o Wisconsin.and North Carolina, in the early 1970's, established

single statewide governing boards which differ from other ruch

boar0 in having a continuing, substantive interest in academic

matters derived from origins of centrs1 staff in the adrinistratfon

of the major state university.

Florida hoz a highly centralized system in which direct political

: interventions occur.

Uliiratelly, we return to a question raised earlier: ls it posr,ible

study state intervention in the psenee of critcr-ia tbot itnvuih
legitimate state interests from improper "intervention" into institutional

prerogativ 1;? 'We believe tfint it is possible, for'the sugrested

ination of the irnriet of state rules and regulati.pns is e,Nntially ob-
/

lective and neutral. The subsequent argregation categorization, and

fulal.vi of tfl. F;urvey data will ne,cessarily be,normative and sublective.

The valu^n,nnsi an!lumptionh 1;,..hind/acfinItionf, :0"nnrate "rone

from "had!' ntatc ibtr'rvvbtiON rin:;1 too :110fld.
t

definitiOnr Well be Mull, difficult than vhileetinr nnd unalyzinc th

data. the question Kay be worthy of h(l'arate and undivided attention

Priminv ihP:w

"4
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th, it might not have were it simply the first phnse of a larger field

'investigation.

Sc
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Figure 1.-1. Amei wan A vvocimion of State Crillges and (Jniversities: Levels of Decision fur Higherducation .1 unctions (Continued)
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Figure Fo2, Carnegie Commission: Distribution of Authority (COntinued)
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Figure F.2, Cori.tie Commion: Distribution of Authority (Continued)
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Component OpetAtioni, Within a State System a flights Education
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